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Kanu o ka ‘Äina New Century Public Charter School

FOREWORD
Every school year, significant progress is evident at Kanu o ka ‘Äina New Century Public Charter
School (KANU). This growth occurs at the academic, cultural and social level and involves students,
staff, parents and other learning ‘ohana members.
This fifth annual report documents KANU’s progress during School Year (SY) 2004-2005. Specifically
this annual report presents to KANU’s authorizer, the BOE, as well as other interested stakeholders
accurate, intelligible, performance-based information regarding student achievement. Utilizing
objective and verifiable measures of student achievement as the primary measure of school quality,
this report presents quantitative and qualitative data which attest to the effectiveness of KANUÿs placebased pedagogy of aloha, which blends academic rigor with cultural grounding. This pedagogy is both
ancient and modern and prepares students to walk successfully in multiple worlds.
KANU is truly a learning ÿohana, where all adults are referred to as “uncle” and “aunty,” and students
feel safe and loved. A learner-centered atmosphere founded in Hawaiian values assures that every KANU
student receives individualized attention and care. KANUÿs familiar student teacher relationships allow
students to develop confidence in their abilities. This in turn motivates them to live KANUÿs motto “külia
i ka nuÿu,” which means “strive to reach your highest level.”
This report verifies that when Hawaiian students are provided with culturally-driven, academically rigorous
approaches, education suddenly has relevance and meaning to these students. As a result, students enjoy
school as verified by attendance records and anecdotal evidence. Data also suggest an improvement in
student’s academic performance, which has been rising steadily over the past five years.
Informed by nearly a decade of indigenous action research designed and implemented by KANUÿs
founders, KANU validates that Hawaiians can learn, that we can achieve educational success, that we can
be productive, engaged 21st century citizens. However in order to truly reach our highest level, KANU
and other Hawaiian learning ÿohana must be given full control over our own educational process and the
necessary resources to implement a quality model of education.
While the charter school movement provides a mechanism for native Hawaiians to begin to have some
control over our own educational process, limited resources continue to severely restrict KANU’s
potential growth. Since our first Annual Report presented to the Board of Education (BOE) in fall of
2001, KANU’s annual reports have pointed to substantial inequities in funding and technical support.
This report again maintains that KANU continues to suffer from ongoing inequity in funding; unclear or
non-existing policies and guidelines regarding charter schools; excessive bureaucratic red tape; a slow,
cumbersome, compartmentalized system resistant to change; and an apparent unwillingness on the part
of the BOE, the DOE and the State of Hawai’i to follow the spirit of the charter school law and involve
charter schools in the decision making process.
As we enter our sixth year, it is imperative that the barriers presented by KANU in this report -- and
KANU’s four previous annual reports -- are addressed immediately and in collaboration with all
stakeholders as required by law. Furthermore, in order to insure that No KANU Child is Left Behind,
KANU and other successful Hawaiian-focused start-up charter schools must receive equitable resources
and support at the state and federal level.
KANUÿs students deserve EQUITY IN EDUCATION! Please help us!
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Message From Our Director
As I reflect on School Year 2004-2005, (SY 04-05), I am thankful and excited about the ongoing growth
experienced at Kanu o ka ‘Äina New Century Public Charter School (KANU). As evident in this annual
report, each year, more data substantiate that KANU constitutes a quality choice for students who prefer a
culturally-focused way of education. With obvious improvements visible at all levels, it is clear that KANU’s
unique pedagogy of aloha is working for our students, 95 percent of whom are of Hawaiian ancestry.

Aloha

KANU’s successes are possible because of the support, dedication and hard work of our learning ‘ohana
made up of students, staff, parents and extended family members; our Local School Board, our graduates,
community supporters, and numerous partners. For the past five years, KANU’s dynamic learning ‘ohana
has clearly demonstrated that native communities can design and control our own process of education, and
that Hawaiian students can experience educational success.
As parents of a fourth and a sixth grader who have attended KANU since our start-up in 2000, my husband
Nälei and I can personally attest to KANU’s positive impact on an academic, social and cultural level. While
we acknowledge that KANU is still a work in progress, there is no other school we would want our two
daughters to attend. It is truly a privilege to watch them grow into balanced, bi-lingual young ladies who
are comfortable in a wide range of settings, eager to explore new horizons, confident of their abilities, and
proud of their heritage.
As you read this report, I trust that you too will be pleased and impressed with KANU’s progress on an academic, as well as cultural level. I am also hopeful that this report will convince you that community-based,
culturally-driven education represents a viable choice in education, especially for Hawai’i’s 50,000 native
public school students. Decades of research confirm that this population continues to suffer from having the
lowest educational performance indicators of all of Hawai’i’s ethnic groups. Because these Hawaiian children deserve equity in education, I hope you will support development of a parallel community-based system
of Hawaiian education, spearheaded by Nä Lei Na’auao – Native Hawaiian Charter School Alliance.
On a more immediate level, I hope that this report excites you about KANU’s plans for the future and that
you join our learning ‘ohana as we collectively külia i ka nu’u - strive to reach our highest level. By all
of us pooling our strengths we will create Kauhale ‘Öiwi o Pu’ukapu. This intergenerational Hawaiian
community learning center will not only directly benefit our North Hawai’i community, but become a model
of native community collaboration, self-governance and cultural vitality.
At the end of our fifth year as a Hawaiian-focused K-12 public charter school, infinite promise and countless
possibilities lie ahead for KANU, for Hawai’i’s native people and the survival of Hawai’i’s native language,
culture and traditions. Mahalo nui to all who continue to contribute to the development of a quality choice
in Hawaiian-focused education. Püpükahi e holomua. United we will progress.

Me ke aloha pumehana - with fond regards,

Kü Kahakalau, Ph.D.
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Pölanimakamae, Kü and ‘I‘inimaikalani Kahakalau

Nälei Kahakalau and Nä Koa at Pu’ukoholä Heiau

HIGHLIGHTS

SY 2004-2005 Highlights
Publishing Our First Book
In November 2004, KANU’s first book, written and illustrated by KANU students appeared
in Hawai’i bookstores. Published by Kamehameha School Press, The Fish and Their Gifts/Nä
Makana a Nä I‘a was authored by KANU student Kaipo Stender when he was a seventh grader,
and illustrated by a group of middle and high school students. To date thousands of copies of this
bi-lingual book - the first ever created by Hawai’i public school students - have been sold. More
books authored and illustrated by KANU students are being prepared for publication.

Supporting Struggling Readers
An energetic, teacher-led literacy committee generated an exciting school-wide reading initiative
which continues to improve reading levels. This reading initiative has resulted in the establishment of a school-wide reading block. During this daily reading block, KANU students in grades
K-12 are grouped according to ability and provided differentiated reading instruction and intervention. While standardized test scores do not yet reflect a major improvement, parent, student
and staff all attest to noteworthy advancements. In order to better track student progress, KANU
added DIBELS to our list of literacy assessments. KANU’s literacy committee also initiated the
development of a comprehensive literacy plan to be completed during SY 05-06.

Participating in Authentic Research
Thanks to an ongoing partnership with the Bishop Museum, KANU middle school students continue their involvement as authentic researchers in a multi-year Waipiÿo Valley stream restoration
study. Fourteen
students in grades 5-8, joined by Bishop Museum and other scientists, spend
a week at a time in Waipi’o Valley mapping the impact of a 100 percent stream flow restoration on
the environment. During SY 04-05, the students presented their research to a variety of audiences
including dozens of scientists attending an international stream and estuaries symposium.

Tackling Health Issues
One real-world project tackled by KANU’s high school students during SY 04-05 involved developing an interactive anti-tobacco CD ROM. With native Hawaiian teenage girls leading all
other groups in smoking, KANU students designed this CD ROM specifically to prevent and/or
stop teenage smoking. This project, which was funded in part by the Coalition for a Tobacco Free
Hawai’i, allowed KANU students to learn about the potentially harmful effects of tobacco, the
deceitful world of advertising, cultural uses of tobacco and much more. It also provided funding
for KANU students to be mentored by a highly qualified multi-media expert.

Educating the Community
As in past years KANUÿs annual Hula Drama involving all of KANUÿs K-12 students constituted
a definite highlight. Entitled, “Ho’i i ka Piko a Mälama i ke Kahua – Return to the Source and
Maintain the Foundation,” this two-hour performance blended ancient chant and dance with contemporary drama. Each year, our various audiences are simply stunned by the talent and pride
exhibited by our students as they educate the community about the history of our land and the

2004-2005 Highlights
Improving Our Campus Sites
All KANU sites experienced significant improvements. After five years of using portable toilets, students
and staff finally have the use of a state-of-the-art, wheel-chair accessible “lua (bathroom) container” at
Lälämilo Campus. A generous donation by a community supporter enabled the purchase of a playground
for K-5 students. Two modular units were added to Mäla Na’auao o Pu’upülehu, KANU’s mauka outdoor
learning laboratory assuring that all middle school students have access to indoor facilities at all times.
In March 2005, a 15 acre site on Hawaiian Homes land in Pu’ukapu was blessed during a special sunrise
ceremony attended by dozens of learning ‘ohana and community supporters. This site, which is currently
being developed by KANU’s non-profit support organization, will house KANU’s permanent campus site
in the near future.

Cultivating Partnerships
KANU’s growth has been enhanced as a result of the extraordinary assistance provided by its non-profit
support organization, and the generous contributions of many community supporters. These supporters include the Kamehameha Schools (KS) Ho’olako Like program, which provides financial support and technical assistance including board development, curriculum documentation, organizational consulting and more.
According to the KS Annual Report 03-04, which featured KANU on a page entitled Hawaiian Centered
Learning, “Kamehameha Schools views charter schools as a promising educational alternative” and an
opportunity to extend Pauahi’s legacy to native public school students. Other KANU supporters and funders
include federal and state agencies, as well as private organizations and individuals.

Articulating a new Pedagogy
During SY 04-05 a significant pedagogical shift occurred at KANU. In winter of 2004, teacher-led discussions, reflections by KANU’s executive team and research-based data resulted in a transition from KANU’s
previous Pedagogy of Liberation to a Pedagogy of Aloha. Coining this term constituted an important step
in KANU’s evolution as a distinctly Hawaiian quality model of education. KANU’s pedagogy of aloha is
by design inclusive and infinite, which means that it has far-reaching applications and significant potential
to initiate systemic change.

Kamalani teaches the art of poi
pounding at the Waimea Healthy Keiki Fest
Haumäna perform at
KANU’s Annual Hula Drama

School Description

Section: I School Description

MISSION
The mission of KANU is to encourage all stakeholders to külia i ka nuÿu -- strive to reach the highest.
A philosophy and culture of excellence guides KANU as we collectively design, implement, and continuously evaluate a quality, culturally-driven, family-oriented and community-based model of education. KANU
delivers meaningful curriculum, integrated instruction, authentic assessment, and sets high expectations for
students and staff, as well as for the liberatory possibilities of education. As a community-based, familyoriented school, KANU actively involves parents, extended family and community members in the educational process. As a result, the community and the surrounding environment become our living learning
laboratories, where students and community work together to create a future that is pono (everything that is
good and right from a Hawaiian perspective).

VISION
The vision of KANU is to integrate our innovative K-12, standards-aligned public charter school into a comprehensive Native Hawaiian learning center or kauhale, which addresses the educational and cultural needs
of all stakeholders from the womb to the tomb. This learning center called Kauhale ‘Öiwi o Pu’ukapu is
currently being developed on 15 acres of Hawaiian Home Lands. Kauhale will provide a permanent site for
KANU, as well as other programs of the Kanu o ka ÿÄina Learning ÿOhana including Mälamapökiÿi Early
Childhood Program; Hälau Wänana, Center for Higher Learning; and Nä Lei Naÿauao - Native Hawaiian
Charter School Alliance. As an intergenerational cultural center, Kauhale ÿÖiwi o Puÿukapu plans to embrace culturally appropriate entrepreneurial components that will contribute to the self-sustainability of the
learning center. Besides serving as an educational venue for learners of all ages, Kauhale will also function
as a Hawaiian multi-organization, multi-service center and cultural meeting place demonstrating Hawaiian
cooperation, community-governance and self-empowerment.

BELIEFS
As an indigenous model of education, KANU joins native peoples throughout the world in the belief that:
• Hawaiian knowledge structure differs significantly from the Western system of education.
• When Hawaiian culture, language and values are integrated into the pedagogical process at
all levels, education has its deepest relevance and meaning for native children. As a result,
students are able to learn, to grow and to excel both in the academic setting and in life.
• The integration of the natural environment into a quality Hawaiian curriculum is absolutely
essential.
• As an indigenous people, Hawaiians have the right to design and control our own education.
• Successful educational reform must emanate from, be driven by and controlled at the community level.
• Hawaiians can succeed in the 21st century without having to give up our cultural values and
traditions.
• Collectively Hawaiians and all who support Hawaiian-focused education can create a quality,
community-based, culturally-driven, family-oriented system of Hawaiian education.

“I see improvement in confidence, self-esteem, pride in the culture, respect for the ‘äina. I also noticed
that my son is not afraid to be different. All these values make a person feel whole and result in success
for all - it also follows children to face challenges and embrace celebration with sincere ALOHA keeping our
future bright.”
					
-Parent, Grade 5

CURRENT AND FUTURE LEARNING SITES
Since our start-up in 2000, KANU has utilized multiple temporary sites. These sites are improved
significantly from year to year. During SY 04-05, improvements included a wheel-chair accessible bathroom container with flush toilets at KANU’s Lälämilo site. This site is part of the UH Mänoa College of
Tropical Agriculture Lälämilo Experiment Station in Waimea on the island of Hawaiÿi. The 1-acre Lälämilo
campus houses KANU’s administrative building, the computer lab, the literacy center, as well as KANU’s
elementary students. A generous donation by a community supporter enabled the purchase of a playground
for K-5 students during SY 04-05. The Lälämilo campus is also used daily by KANU’s high schoolers
for core workshops before they go into the environment to learn at several temporary sites in Waimea and
Kawaihae.
KANU middle school students utilize a 4-acre temporary mauka outdoor learning laboratory called Mäla
Naÿauao o Puÿupülehu located on the Hämäkua side of Waimea, as well as a temporary wetland laboratory in
majestic Waipi’o. In fall 2004, two modular units were added to Mäla Na’auao o Pu’upülehu to assure that
all middle school students have access to indoor facilities at all times.
In March 2005, the site which will house KANU’s permanent campus was blessed during a special sunrise ceremony. This ceremony was attended by dozens of learning ‘ohana and community supporters and
constitutes an important milestone in the development of Kauhale ‘Öiwi o Pu’ukapu as an intergenerational
community learning center. As depicted in the site plan below, Kauhale ‘Öiwi o Pu’ukapu is much more
than a facility to house KANU students, but a place where all interested in perpetuating Hawaiian language,
and culture can meet and learn. This facility, which is located on 15 acres of Hawaiian Homes land in
Pu’ukapu, is currently being developed by KANU’s support organization the Kanu o ka ‘Äina Learning
‘Ohana (KALO). From the beginning KANU students have been involved in the planning and creation of
this campus. Curriculum is currently being developed for students to construct the smaller buildings during
SY 06-07.

Kauhale ‘Öiwi o Pu’ukapu
Pu’ukapu, Waimea, Hawai‘i
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SCHOOL PROFILE
KANU welcomes students, families and staff of all ethnic groups and cultural backgrounds, as long as they
make a commitment to actively perpetuate Hawaiian language, culture and traditions and strive to reach
their highest level. As a Hawaiian-focused public charter school KANU is specifically designed to meet the
unique needs and learning styles of those who seek a balanced, bicultural, bilingual way of life, as skilled
on the computer, as in the taro patch, or on a double-hulled sailing canoe, and at ease in a malo, shorts, or a
tuxedo.
Kanu o ka ÿäina literally means plants of the land. Figuratively it refers to natives of the land from generations back. In traditional times, this term was an expression of endearment, respect and aloha. KANU is
designed for Hawai’i’s natives of the land from generations back and those who identify with Hawaiian
ways. Specifically, KANU wants to groom future generations skilled in perpetuating Hawai’i’s indigenous
language, culture and traditions. Incidentally, kalo kanu o ka ÿäina was also a love name of the great chief
Kamehameha, because of his close relation to the land, the taro and the people.
About three quarters of KANU families, including students and staff, are truly kalo kanu o ka ‘äina, longtime, native residents of Waimea. Many reside with their families on Hawaiian Homes Land. KANUÿs
other 25 percent of students and staff hail from Hämäkua, North Hilo, North Kohala, Kawaihae, Waikoloa
and Kona. All of KANU’s families are responsible for their own commute to and from school since the
DOE stopped providing bus service for Waimea families in 2003. The lack of public transportation to and
from school, which also affects after-school care, continues to force families to withdraw their children from
KANU when their car breaks down, the gas gets too expensive, or a change in work or work schedule no
longer allows them to drop off or pick up their child.
Since KANU is a community-designed and controlled, family-oriented school, a large percentage of our
students and staff are related. As a matter of fact 18 percent of KANUÿs students are dependents of KANU
staff, with another 22 percent having close relatives (grandparents, uncles, aunts, siblings and cousins) working for KANU. This feeling of ÿohana permeates the campus with all adults being referred to as “Uncle”,
“Aunty” or “Tutu.”

Artist Aunty Meleana Meyer shares her knowledge with haumäna

“My hanai children have been so blessed to be taught by great men and women who have the
capacity to love my children and encourage learning in a humble setting. I want my children to
learn and to be proud of who they are. For us, KANU is the answer. My desire for these three
children is to be the best in what they do. KANU allows them to be just that.”
					
-Guardian/Aunt, Grade 3, 5, 8

STUDENT ENROLLMENT AND STUDENT TEACHER RATIO
Since our start-up, KANU’s enrollment has been capped by facilities limitations and our absolute commitment to adhere to required health and safety guidelines. In SY 04-05, KANU again had a stable enrollment
at or near capacity. While we plan to increase our enrollment somewhat once we are able to occupy our
permanent site, we do not intend to grow beyond 250 students. This is because KANU’s research validates
nationwide data which asserts that a smaller school size is more effective.
During SY 04-05, an average of 135 students in grades K-12 were enrolled at KANU. These students were
52 percent male and 48 percent female, with girls and boy relatively evenly distributed among all grade
levels, except our Hui Mauka – or middle school group, which had 32 boys and 17 girls.
Hui
K-2
3-4
5-8
9-12

Total # of students
25 students
24 students
49 students
37 students

Total # of boys
13 boys		
10 boys		
32 boys		
15 boys		

Total # of girls
12 girls
14 girls
17 girls
22 girls

During SY 04-05 KANU’s average daily enrollment was 93 percent, which is above the 90.9 percent statewide average for multi-level schools. This is significant because Ka Huaka’i 2005 Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment states that Native Hawaiian students continue to experience “pronounced absenteeism.”
During SY 04-05 KANU was divided into four multi-ages school hui or groups. These self-contained,
multi-age hui share a common schedule, a common team of teachers, as well as common learning sites. In
addition, all students in grades K-12 are serviced by highly qualified support staff including computer technicians, literacy specialists and an ‘ohana support team.
Name		

Grade Levels Site			

# of students

# of staff

Nä Pulapula

K-2		

Lälämilo – Kohala Tent

25		

3

Nä Keiki o ka ‘Äina

3-4		

Lälämilo – Mauna Kea Tent

24		

2

Hui Mauka

5-8		

Mäla Na’auao o Pu’upülehu

49		

4

37		

3

Hui Makai
9-12		
Lälämilo – Bay & Mauna
					
Loa Tent
During SY 04-05, KANU’s student teacher ratio was 9:1
KANU’s Teaching Teams:
Nä Pulapula 		

Kalä Akima

Nä Keiki o ka ‘Äina

Sue Barton		

		

Anuhea Bertelmann		
Keömailani Case

Hui Mauka		
Nälei Kahakalau		
Keala Kahuanui		
									
Hui Makai		

Nicole Anakalea		

Pili Ka’apuni
Thomas
Meringolo

Pomai Bertelmann		

Auhea Puhi

KANU’s Teaching Support Staff:
Technology		

Valerie Hanohano		

Nancy Levenson		

No’eau Lindsey

Literacy		

Danelle Coakley 		

Lisa Floyd		

Maua Puhi

Math			

Dennis Spain

Ohana Support Team

Derek Cabison		

Judith Chandler		

Haunani Martin

STUDENT PROFILE
ETHNIC MAKEUP
During SY 04-05, 95 percent of KANU students were of Hawaiian ancestry. KANU makes no distinction
between Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian; all are considered kanaka maoli, native people of Hawaiÿi. While
statewide native students account for 24 percent of the public school population, almost all of KANU’s
students have some Hawaiian blood.

Students

Having high concentrations of Hawaiians, who statistically score below the state average on all educational
performance indicators, poses significant challenges, specifically when it comes to meeting the arbitrary
requirements established by the DOE to measure annual yearly progress. At the same time, KANU’s high
concentrations of kanaka maoli facilitate use of traditional teaching and assessment techniques, as well as
a focus on traditional values. This is further supported by the fact that regardless of ethnicity, all KANU
students must make a commitment to actively perpetuate Hawaiian language, culture and traditions.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
KANU is a Title I school with 53.5% of students qualifying for free or reduced lunch. This means that over
half of KANU students come from low-income families. This number is somewhat lower than that of other
rural schools with large Hawaiian populations. This is because a significant amount of Hawaiian KANU
students have parents who work at KANU or connected programs and therefore earn wages above the lowincome level.

LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
While KANU has no official English Language Learners (ELL) or students whose first language is not
English, virtually all KANU students have Limited English Proficiency (LEP). This is because they are
native speakers of pidgin. In addition, about 20 percent of KANU students were previously enrolled in
DOE Hawaiian language immersion programs. This means that they were instructed entirely in the medium
of Hawaiian language and did not learn how to read and write English until grade 5. Either way, the vast
majority of Hawaiian students enter KANU with limited English reading and spelling skills, limited English
vocabulary and understanding of English grammatical structure and limited ability to express themselves
orally or in writing using standardized English.

GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENTS
KANU aligns itself with the Hawaiian philosophy that all students are gifted. As a result, all KANU students
are enrolled in our Gifted and Talented (GT) Program called AHO LOA. This program, which consists of a
wide variety of multi-age GT workshops, is offered every Friday from 8 am to 12 pm. Students in elementary school focus on exploring potential gifts and talents, while students in middle and high school hone their
skills and talents, and research careers that will allow them to capitalize on their unique gifts in their future
careers.
Ethnic Distribution

Hawaiian/Part
Hawaiian
Other

SPECIAL NEEDS POPULATION
As in the case of GT, KANU believes that all children have special needs. However, federal and state requirements mandate to treat only a certain population as “special.” During SY 2004-2005, 12 percent of
KANU’s students were designated as special education students under IDEA-Part B. These students all have
a written instructional plan (IEP) and receive various types of special education services. In addition, most
receive related services for a mental or physical disability.
Ninety (90) percent of KANU’s special education students, or all except one (1), were of Hawaiian ancestry.
All of these students were identified prior to entering KANU and all entered KANU severely deficient in
all areas including self-esteem. Like all other KANU students, all of KANU’s special needs students have
significantly improved since coming to KANU. These improvements include basic academic skills, life
skills and cultural knowledge. In addition, all KANU special needs students appear more confident, more
outgoing and more self-assured.
Of KANU’s 16 special education students, 13 students were identified as IDEA and three (3) as 504. Special
education services were provided to these students in accordance with their IEPs in an inclusion setting. In
other words, KANU’s special needs students received their specialized education services within the regular
classroom setting, and in many cases from their regular education teachers. This integration of IDEA and
504 labeled students in all hui activities is achieved via a variety of modifications and differentiation strategies implemented by KANU teachers, as they assist all students to reach their highest level.
Besides individualized educational services, the vast majority of KANU’s special education students are
in need of behavioral health services. Since our start-up, KANU has repeatedly requested the services
of a school-based behavioral specialist to provide consistent, culturally-congruent services, not just to our
identified special needs students, but also to all other KANU students in need of behavioral support. During
SY 04-05 the only behavioral support afforded to KANU students were rendered by a contracted service
provider, who supplied disjointed, nominal services. Although a court settlement required the services of
a half-time school-based behavioral health specialist since March 2005 to service KANU’s special needs
population, as of September 2005 the DOE has failed to comply with this mandate.

Feather Cape artwork by Auli‘i Case, Grade 11

“I would like my son to return to KANU for SY 05-06. His attention and interest in studies
and school itself has greatly improved. KANU’s hands on methods of teaching and personal
interest the teachers show in their students have helped him improve a lot.”
						

- Parent, Grade 3

Staff and Community

STAFF PROFILE
Since our start-up in 2000, KANU has made a valiant effort to grow our staff from the local community.
This is evident in the fact that over 75 percent of our staff members are long-time residents of Waimea. All
KANU staff members must make a commitment to KANU’s motto – strive to reach your highest level – by
participating in ongoing professional development. As a result, KANU’s staff members continue to make
significant progress both professionally and culturally from year to year.
During SY 04-05, KANU’s staff were 25 percent male and 75 percent female, a ratio we are trying hard
to even out, since the lack of positive male role models impacts all KANU students, particularly our male
student population. About 75 percent of KANU’s staff were of Hawaiian ancestry, a significantly higher
number than other public schools in Hawai’i.
Under the definition of the NLCB law, about half of KANU’s teaching staff is considered “highly qualified”. The other half will be “highly qualified” pending the eminent approval of Hälau Wänana – Native
Hawaiian Center for Higher Learning as a State Approved Teaching Education (SATE) program by the
Hawai’i Teacher Standards Board (HTSB). Participation in this soon to be approved teacher licensing program has significantly assisted KANU’s teaching staff to provide students with a quality 21st century education that prepares students to walk successfully in multiple worlds.
For SY 04-05, 80 percent of our teachers returned to KANU. One of the two teachers who left returned to
college to finish her BA, the other vowed to return as soon as her family obligations are fulfilled.
The one quality that has always distinguished KANU’s staff is an infinite supply of ALOHA. Regardless
of ethnicity or academic qualifications, it is this aloha which has been identified by our students as the
most important quality required from all KANU staff and the most essential component for student success.
KANU is proud to have a staff that truly cares for our students.

Hula dancers gather ti leaves. They also learn to take care of
the plants that provide them with beautiful adornments for hula.

COMMUNITY PROFILE
Like their legendary chief Kamehameha, who cleverly united the islands under one leadership, the people
of Kohala are famous for their prowess, their spirited character and their determination. This boldness to
challenge the status quo and explore new terrain dates back to Waimea’s early native expert agriculturalists,
who developed Hawai’i’s most extensive mauka agricultural field system, centuries before foreign contact.
Waimea also prides itself in generations of native Waimea cowboys who learned from Spanish vaqueros
how to rope wild cattle. Merging indigenous and foreign ways, these Hawaiian paniolo developed a unique
culture that dominated Waimea’s landscape for most of the last two centuries. While traces of paniolo lifestyle remain, the last 20 years have seen dramatic changes in this serene mountain village, located 2500 feet
high on the slopes of Mauna Kea. Many of these changes like increased real estate prices and traffic are
definitely not for the better.
As Waimea is rapidly expanding from a close-knit rural community to a suburban small-business center,
there is an increased risk for drug traffic. In fact, Hawai’i Island has been identified as having the highest ice/
crystal methamphetamine use in the State, a factor that impacts all Hawai’i Island schools and communities.
Increasing alcohol and drug use, teen birth rates, juvenile arrests, and an exceptionally high rate of confirmed
child abuse are cause for concern, particularly because statewide, these trends are decreasing.
A recent poll by Hawaiÿi Community College, revealed that only 33 percent of North Hawaiÿi employers
reported that job applicants had satisfactory basic skills in written/verbal communication, math and time
management. Part of the reason for this may be that in North Hawaiÿi, the percentage of adults who have
completed high school is up to 13 percent lower than the State average.
As affluent Caucasian mainland residents move to North Hawai’i at an alarming speed, it is essential that
special efforts are made to assure that the voice of Waimea’s native population is heard in the planning and
development process. Furthermore, with the largest contingent area of Hawaiian Home Lands in the state,
it is critical that there is strong, multi-ethnic community support for the development of Kauhale ‘Öiwi o
Pu’ukapu, an intergenerational Hawaiian community center currently being developed by KANU’s support
organization. Such a center will ensure the perpetuation of Hawaiian language, culture and traditions into
the future, as well as celebrate Waimea’s rich native history.

Enhanced photograph
created by I‘ini Andrade, Grade 11

The main reason I would like my childen to continue to attend KANU is because this is where they want
to be. I believe in Kü’s vision of educating our keiki o Hawai’i.”
					
-Parent, Grade 7 and 8

KANU SCHEDULE AND APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Since our start-up in 2000, KANU has been on a year-round schedule, very similar to the schedule mandated
by the DOE for SY 05-06. SY 04-05 started on July 19, 2004 and ended on June 3, 2005. KANU’s yearround schedule is divided into four ten-week quarters, which are divided by two week breaks in fall and
spring, a three week break in the winter and a six week break in the summer. School begins at 8 am and ends
at 3 pm Monday through Thursday. On Friday, all KANU students attend Gifted and Talented workshops
from 8 am to 12 pm.
New students are generally only accepted at the beginning of each school year, with new applications
processed as early as January of each calendar year. Each applicant must submit an application which
includes a student and parent essay as well as two letters of recommendation. All prospective students, as
well as their parents are then interviewed and ranked according to a teacher-designed rubric. Students who
are recommended for admission are then accepted until KANU’s openings have been filled. Students who
apply after all opening are filled, are placed on a waiting list.
Returning students must re-apply to KANU on a yearly basis. As part of this re-application, students as well
as their parents must state how they fulfilled KANU’s motto to külia i ka nu’u and how they perpetuated
Hawai’i’s native language, culture and traditions during the past school year. These re-applications are due
by the end of March. Students, who fail to re-apply by the deadline, must apply as new students and stand the
chance to lose their slot. KANU staff as well must re-apply on a yearly-basis answering similar questions.
Besides presenting opportunities for students, parents and staff to reflect on their ongoing growth from year
to year, - a crucial evaluation process - these annual re-applications also provide important qualitative data to
KANU regarding student, parent and staff satisfaction. This data is used to shape the growth of KANU.

Kaula
By Keli’i Roldan, Grade 12

“We would like our children to return to KANU next year because KANU provides our children
with a positive, nurturing ‘ohana oriented learning environment. KANU teaching staff is sincerely dedicated to educating each and every child. Our children look forward to attending school
each day and we have noticed a marked improvement in our children’s motivation in wanting to
learn.”
					
-Parents, Grade 4, 6, and 8

STUDENT SUPPORT AND PERSONAL CARE
As a small Hawaiian-focused community start-up charter school, KANU is rooted in a pedagogy of aloha
which provides personal attention and care to all of our students and staff. Grounded firmly in the Hawaiian
knowledge base, KANU strives to actively perpetuate Waimea’s native culture, language and heritage, and
ensure the continuation of a lifestyle centered around Hawaiian values.
The following four behavioral expectations – which are also Hawaiian proverbs - guide interaction among
all members of the KANU learning ‘ohana:
Aloha kekahi i kekahi – Love one another
Mälama i kou kuleana – Take care of your responsibility
Kökua aku kökua mai – Give and receive help
Mahalo i ka mea loa’a – Be thankful for what you have
In order to address each student’s unique needs and foster his/her special gifts, KANU created an ÿOhana
Support Team (OST). This team provides a variety of support mechanism to students as they work closely
with family and staff to address individual needs.
Each KANU student also has a personal advisor – usually their homeroom teacher - who keeps close
contact with the student and his/her ÿohana to assure that each child strives to reach his/her highest level.
This advisor – along with the student’s teaching team - meets with students and parents several times per
year to set goals and discuss progress towards achieving these goals. In addition, KANU advocates and
implements a low student to teacher ratio, which significantly increases the individual attention received by
each child.
While there are numerous advantages to a small school environment, there are also drawbacks, including
limited opportunities to participate in sports, proms and other student activities, especially on the high school
level. This lack of academic and extra-curricular selections and choices continues to cause some of KANU’s
high school students to leave our school. As relations with the DOE continue to improve, KANU hopes that
in the future, greater opportunities will become available for KANU students to participate in DOE student
activities.

Kökua aku kökua mai – Give and receive help
Students in Hui Mauka practice their chants for Hula Drama.

CURRICULUM
KANU students in grades K-12 have access to a relevant, rigorous, place-based curriculum that aligns with
modern academic standards, as well as ancient native Hawaiian values and cultural traditions. KANU asserts that ancient is modern and that 21st century Hawaiians must be able to perpetuate their native traditions, as well as survive in a global economy. KANU’s curriculum supports student achievement of Hawai’i
Content and Performance Standards (HCPS), General Learner Outcomes, as well as unique cultural and
social standards and goals.
KANU’s multi-year curricular rotation approach skillfully scaffolds multi-age learning from kindergarten
through grade 12. This approach is designed to grow graduates who:
• Have both Hawaiian and Western characteristics
• Have the discernment to choose when to express them.
• Are able to realize their goals and aspirations.
• Have the attitudes and mind-set of a global citizen.
• Pursue post-secondary education.
• Are multi-lingual (minimum English and Hawaiian).
• Are able to walk in multiple worlds.
• Are culturally grounded.
• Know where they come from.
KANU is driven by a pedagogy of aloha consisting of uniquely indigenous teaching and learning approaches
designed to give each student the skills and the sense of responsibility to become responsible citizens and
perpetuate Hawaiÿi’s native culture, language and traditions into the next millennium. As a performancebased model of education where individual and collective progress and accomplishment are the shared
purpose, KANU brings together the best of 21st century educational paradigms with the strength of Native
Hawaiian cultural traditions.
Informed by over a decade of indigenous action research designed by KANUÿs founders, KANU encourages each student and staff member to reach his/her highest potential academically, culturally and socially. Students learn how to think strategically, to problem solve effectively, to work collaboratively, to take
responsibility for their own actions and to evaluate their own performance and products — all skills necessary in a world that is getting more and more complex. In addition, students become active participants in the
transformation of their neighborhoods into more sustainable communities, and agents for the preservation of
Hawaiÿi’s unique cultural and natural resources.

Keiki engaged in Waterford’s Computer Reading Program.

STANDARDS ALIGNMENT
As a quality 21st century model of education, KANUÿs bicultural curriculum aims to prepare students to
meet and exceed national and State of Hawaiÿi content and performance standards. In addition, KANU
students must also meet or exceed Hawaiian cultural standards, such as those listed in Nä Honua Mauli Ola.
Clearly our küpuna set very high standards for all Hawaiians and those who desire to live a Hawaiian way.
This commitment to excellence makes Hawaiian-focused education so complex and its promise so infinite.
KANU trains students to become fluent speakers of Hawaiian and English, able to walk successfully in
multiple worlds. Utilizing project-based, multi-age strategies, KANU integrates the environment, the community, the family and the latest in multimedia technology at a very high level. This assures that students
become as familiar with working at the computer, as in a watershed, as comfortable talking to scientists as to
küpuna, and as skilled in writing an essay as composing an oli.
Over the past decades, the founders of KANU have developed a unique pedagogy of aloha, which is at once
academically rigorous, culturally-driven and liberatory. By integrating native ways of teaching and learning
with the latest in 21st century educational reform theories, KANU has created a pedagogy which assures that
all KANU students:
• Realize their individual goals and aspirations.
• Possess the attitudes, knowledge and skills necessary to contribute positively and
compete in a global society.
• Possess the attitudes, knowledge and skills necessary to perpetuate Hawaiian
language, culture and traditions.
• Exercise the rights and responsibilities of citizenship.
• Pursue post-secondary education and/or careers without the need for remediation.

EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES
KANU uses a variety of innovative strategies to implement a curriculum that is aligned with academic and
cultural standards. These strategies include:
• Ability-based Core Knowledge Workshops, which focus on building essential skills 		
in Language Arts, Math, Science and Social Studies, and provide students with a strong
academic foundation.
• Project-Based Learning in the environment, which includes authentic, culturally
relevant field research which is then presented using a variety of media.
• Gifted and Talented Student Development Workshops, which cultivate competencies in 		
areas such as fine arts, Hawaiian language and culture, health, character development,
college preparation and career internships.
• Rubrics and other self-evaluation tools, which help students, recognize quality
products, processes and performances.
• Standards-based report cards and progress reports, which provide precise information 		
on student accomplishment and progress.

“My experience with KANU has been good. I have learned not only more about my heritage and
culture, but also myself as a kanaka maoli.
						
-Student, Grade 9

STUDENT-ORIENTED LEARNER OUTCOMES
KANU strives to assure that each student is proficient in reading, writing and speaking standardized English,
as well as computing, and thinking critically. In addition, KANU wants each student to be proficient in
native Hawaiian language, cultural practices and traditional skills, including cultural protocol.
KANU also wants students to actively contribute to the well-being of family, community, lähui, society and
the environment. In addition to teaching civic responsibility, KANU assists each student in being responsible for the safety and well-being of self and others.
Congruent with KANU’s pedagogy of aloha, KANU envelops all students in a safe, supportive learning environment. By maintaining a vibrant learning ‘ohana, KANU integrates school, home and community. This
in turn contributes to and safe-guards each student’s physical, emotional and social well-being.
For nearly a decade KANUÿs founders have involved a variety of stakeholders in extensive planning, conferring and self-evaluating. Collectively these stakeholders generated a set of core knowledge competencies.
Starting in 2013, all KANU graduates must demonstrate their proficiency in all of these competencies, which
enable them to contribute positively to society.
KANUÿs Core Knowledge Competencies:
• Effectively demonstrate reading, writing, and communication skills in the medium of English
and Hawaiian.
• Demonstrate mastery of cultural, academic, and workplace competencies.
• Demonstrate the ability to access, evaluate, synthesize, and present information using a
variety of ancient and modern technologies.
• Apply critical thinking skills and problem solving techniques and demonstrate ability to apply
these in mathematics, science and beyond.
• Demonstrate understanding of lifelong learning, cooperation and the practice of Hawaiian
cultural values, as essential elements in transitioning to economic and political self- sufficiency.

The Waipi‘o Water Study Project provides opportunities for students
to inquire, investigate, evaluate, synthesize, and present information.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
KANU students are required to attain the following credits in order to graduate:
4 credits Language Arts		

4 credits Math

4 credits Social Studies

4 credits Science

2 credits Hawaiian Language

1 credit PE

1 credit Health 		

1 credit Fine Arts

1 credit Technology			

1 credit Career & Life skills 		

Furthermore all KANU graduates must successfully complete a Senior Project, which includes writing a
research paper, participating in a mentorship and implementing a community project. KANU’s senior project is designed to allow KANU seniors to exhibit achievement of the following skills:
Academic Skills
• Proficient in core subjects and in technology.
• Skilled in communication, problem solving, and decision-making.
• Able to express him/herself in one or more artistic media.
Social Skills
• Proficient in performing and speaking in public.
• Culturally aligned.
• Able to recognize, accept, and respect differences.
• Aware of global and local issues, including environmental issues.
• Able to create networks of support.
• Knowledgeable of the world of work.
Emotionally Well-Rounded
• Confident, respectful, self-motivated, and responsible.
• Positive role model for younger community members.
• Aware of personal values and how to apply them to living one’s life.
• Knowledgeable about maintaining physical and emotional health.
Community Involvement
• Positive relationships with the community.
• Actively participates in the community.
• Practices civic responsibility.

Class of 2001
KANU alumni’s Emalani Case and Naomi
Kaae continue to strive for excellence.
Emalani is pursuing her Masters Degree
and Naomi is majoring in Biology. Both
women are attending UH-Mänoa.
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SCHOOL PERFORMANCE
This section presents evidence of achievements attained at KANU during SY 04-05. This success towards
meeting our performance indicators was measured using both internal and external assessments.

KANU’S INDIGENOUS ACTION RESEARCH
KANU’s high concentration of native Hawaiians makes us a perfect research laboratory. As a matter of fact
KANU staff have been involved in an innovative indigenous action research project even before the official
chartering of KANU in 2000. Framing KANU as an action research project has proven invaluable in assuring our ongoing growth. By building-in a multi-faceted research component, the continuous transformation
of KANU is not only supported but encouraged. Students, teachers, parents and community supporters
become co-researchers as they collectively align the educational process to their unique realities. By all
shareholders working together sharing what each has learned in his/her capacity, innovative answers are
found. These answers are then differentiated to meet individual student needs, personal desires and collective interests.
KANU’s indigenous action research efforts inform our pedagogy, our formal and informal structure, as well
as our curriculum, instruction and assessment. In other words, KANU’s action research drives ongoing
changes at KANU. These changes are then evaluated for their effectiveness. Thus an ongoing cycle of improvement is implemented, which involves all share-holders at a high level.
KANU’s action research involves native students, staff, parents and extended family members. It is research
by the community, for the direct benefit of community, congruent with native values and beliefs and integrating native protocol at all levels. KANU’s research is:
• Inclusive
• Purposeful
• Student-focused
• Action-oriented
• Accountable
• Collectively- supported

KANU ‘ohana participate in community activities
that perpetuate Hawaiian values and culture.

SYSTEMIC IMPACT OF KANU’S RESEARCH
For decades native Hawaiian public school students have been on the bottom of the educational ladder. Ka
Huaka’i 2005 Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment states that Native Hawaiian learners face persistent
academic challenges within the public schools with Native Hawaiian children twice as likely as their peers
to attend a restructuring school. Furthermore, Hawaiians continue to lag behind statewide averages by 10
percentile points lag in reading and math test scores and have a more rapidly escalating rate of special education referrals than that of their peers. According to Ka Huaka’i 2005, academic disparities are especially
pronounced in rural regions with high concentrations of Native Hawaiians.
Like previous Native Hawaiian Educational Assessments, Ka Huaka’i 2005 recommends that the DOE supports the development of education models that build on strategies proven to effectively engage Native Hawaiian students, including hands-on learning and lessons framed within authentic experiences, projects, and
places. Specifically, Ka Huaka’i 2005 suggests that the DOE provide additional financial and administrative
resources to support Hawaiian-focused charter schools. This is because preliminary successes achieved
by Native Hawaiian students in start-up charter schools highlight the critical role schools like KANU play
in developing innovative models of Hawaiian education, the lessons of which may eventually be applied
throughout the public school system.
This pressing need for educational reform, makes KANU’s ongoing longitudinal Indigenous action research
efforts of vital importance. By scientifically evaluating the impact of Hawaiian-focused education on native student performance, KANU is significantly contributing to finding solutions to the dismal educational
statistics of Hawai’i’s native public student population – amounting to over 50,000 students.
On a school and system-wide level, KANU’s Indigenous action research seeks to:
• Improve student achievement
• Provide comprehensive learning support to all members of the learning ‘ohana
• Continuously improve school performance and system quality
Already as a school-within-a-school, KANU disseminated information about our progress and shared our
unique pedagogy with visitors from near and far. To date, thousands of guests have come to KANU to learn
about KANU’s successes and challenges and speak to our staff, students and parents. This includes staff and
students from other Nä Lei Na’auao schools, DOE schools, private schools and other educational programs
from throughout the State.
During SY 04-05, KANU expanded its dissemination outside of the State of Hawai’i. More specifically,
KANU was contracted to disseminate our achievements to Indian country, particularly the Umatilla, Cayuse
and Wallawalla People in eastern Oregon who started up a native-focused charter school in August 2004.
This resulted in a visit by KANU’s director to eastern Oregon, as well as several visits by tribal members
and school staff to KANU.

“KANU’s emphasis on Hawaiian culture values is arming my son with a sense of belonging and
respect that will enable him to function anywhere in the world. You are helping to make my son
a MAN OF HONOR.”
						

-Parent, Grade 6

ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES
A wide range of assessments and performance indicators are currently utilized by federal, state and local
educational agencies, school districts, individual schools and other educational and governmental entities to
measure annual progress. In other words, numerous measurements and assessment methods can be used to
calculate Annual Yearly Progress (AYP). Validity of these measurements differs from case to case. In other
words, what may be valid assessment methods to measure the performance of a school where there are at
least 40 students per grade level, may not be a valid method for schools where there are less than 15 students
per grade level.
Since KANU has a small population, ranging from 5 – 15 per grade level, utilizing only KANU’s standardized test scores to measure AYP is not scientifically valid. As a result KANU developed our own set of
unique annual progress indicators. These indicators are tailored to our unique program, our multi-age formations and our small grade level numbers. At the same time, these indicators are shaped by KANU’s motto,
which is külia i ka nu’u – strive to reach your highest level. KANU believes that this level differs from person to person and from area to area of expertise. In an effort to be true to our mission, KANU has chosen to
set as our long-range goal the achievement of each student’s personal best on an academic, cultural and social
level. In general, this personal best should be at least at or above the competencies considered appropriate
by federal and or state performance standards. However, in some cases, this level may differ significantly in
either direction. Allowing for variance and diversity is crucial if each member of our learning ‘ohana is to
reach his/her personal highest potential.
As a research-based school, KANU has developed and utilizes a variety of ongoing internal assessments to
measure KANU’s increase in student performance, as well as the extent to which KANU is achieving its
long-range goals and priorities. Many of these assessments are congruent with traditional Hawaiian assessment methods. This includes the ancient practice of hö’ike, which is also a 21st century assessment practice
called performance-based assessments to an authentic audience. In that sense KANU’s assessment methods
are both ancient and modern. Other authentic assessments include portfolio, which has been taken to an
extremely high level in the K-2 hui, where all students have an extensive progress folio, which is reviewed
with the parents on a quarterly basis.
Other assessments, which shape KANU’s educational approach, include research-based internal reading
assessments and other quantitative data like math levels, attendance, graduation and post-secondary enrollment rates, as well as student, parent and staff satisfaction, gleaned from annual surveys to assess our progress to date. Throughout the school year, these data are evaluated by KANU’s primary researcher, as well as
various groups of co-researchers, as new data is collected and ongoing improvements monitored.

9-12 students prepare for a soil testing contest

INTERNAL PROGRESS INDICATORS
Educators nationwide agree that student achievement should be measured using a variety of performance
and demographic information. Furthermore, in order to help all students reach their full potential, it is
necessary that students, teachers, families, and communities collectively engage in efforts to improve student
performance. According to an August 5, 2005 Honolulu Advertiser Article, Randy Hitz, Dean of the UH
Mänoa College of Education believes that, “Rather than basing a child’s performance on one standardized
test score, a better indicator is the child’s performance during the entire school year. What we need to be
doing is focusing more on the students’ interest in learning and their ability and inclination to think creatively
and solve problems.”
For SY 04-05 KANU has established the following progress indicators to measure our annual academic
progress. These indicators were designed to measure progress towards the attainment of KANU’s long-term
goal of personal academic, cultural and social excellence.

ACADEMIC SKILLS
KANU strives to assure that all students reach their personal highest in their ability to read, write and speak
standardized English, as well as their ability to compute, problem solve and think critically by the time they
graduate. Unfortunately most students enter KANU seriously deficient in all content areas, including core
subjects like English and Math. This makes achieving this goal very hard and something that will only take
place over an extended period of time. For SY 04-05 KANU established the following academic performance indicators:
• Increase in reading and writing ability
• Increase in math, science, technology, problem solving and critical thinking ability
• Increase in post-secondary enrollment

CULTURAL SKILLS
KANU strives to assure that all students are culturally literate by the time they graduate. For SY 04-O5,
KANU established the following cultural performance indicators:
• Increase in cultural knowledge
• Increase in Hawaiian language
• Increase in learning and practicing Hawaiian cultural values

SOCIAL SKILLS
KANU strives to assure that all students are emotionally well-rounded, aware of personal and societal responsibilities and knowledgeable about applying personal and cultural values to their lives. For SY 04-O5,
KANU established the following social performance indicators:
• Ongoing growth in self esteem and belief in personal ability
• Ongoing improvement of student behavior
• Ongoing participation in community projects and events

I. ACADEMIC PROGRESS
KANU met SY 04-05 Performance Indicator I.
I.1. INCREASE IN READING AND WRITING ABILITY
The graph below clearly indicates a unanimous agreement among teachers, parents and students regarding
student improvements in English reading and writing. These data were gleaned from annual surveys administered to all three groups at the end of SY 04-05. Increase in reading and writing abilities is also verified by
numerous other internal and external data presented in this section.

Improvements Noted SY '04-'05
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“My daughter has worked hard this past year. Her grades have improved a lot and she notices
that her reading skills changed. She’s more eager to try harder each time. She comes home
singing with smiles on her face. She also teaches her little brother what she has learned and
does hula for us.“
						

-Parent, Grade 2

DIBELS AS AN INTERNAL READING ASSESSMENT FOR GRADES K-8
During SY 04-05, KANU initiated the use of DIBELS as an internal reading assessment measure for students
in grades K-8. DIBELS uses five (5) assessments to measure phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle and
reading accuracy and fluency. During SY 04-05, KANU students in grades K-8 were administered one (1)
to all five (5) of the assessments listed below depending on their grade level and the testing window.
Letter Naming Fluency (LNF), Kindergarten, Grade 1 (Reading Risk Indicator)
Students are presented with a page of upper and lower case letters arranged in random order and are asked to
name as many letters as they can in a minute.
Initial Sound Fluency (ISF), Kindergarten (Phonemic Awareness –Sound Isolation)
The examiner presents a series of four pictures to the child, names each picture, and then asks the child to
identify the picture that begins with the sound produced by the examiner or produce the first sound of a given
word.
Phonemic Segmentation Fluency (PSF), Kindergarten, Grade 1 (Phonemic Awareness & Segmentation)
Research shows segmentation is a good predictor of later reading achievements. The examiner says a word
and the students are asked to say the individual phonemes (sounds) in the word. This is a minute test. A
point is given for every correct phoneme.
Nonsense Word Fluency (NWF), Kindergarten, Grade 1, Grade 2 (Alphabetic Understanding)
Students are presented with a list of “nonsense” decodable words (words that are easily sounded out).
Students are asked to a say the sounds in each word or read the whole word. This is a minute test. A point
is given for each sound produced correctly.
Oral Reading Fluency (ORF), Grades 1-8 (Automaticity with the Code)
Students read three grade level passages, one minute per passage. Accuracy and fluency (the ability to
translate letters to sounds to words effortlessly) are factors in this test. The median score (words correct per
minute, wcpm) is used.

K-2 Keiki enjoy reading about Nature’s Children.

“I did good at school. I listened and did homework and projects. I do the protocol in the morning, I learn chanting and the hula. My grades were good. I read books and did reports. I learned
from everybody and the teachers how to do math. KANU lets me learn.”
					

-Student, Grade K

DIBELS DATA VERIFIES INCREASE IN READING LEVELS
Below are the results of our DIBELS testing for SY 04-05. Since this was the first year we used DIBELS,
testing was not as consistent as we would have liked. Nevertheless the data presented definitely substantiates
improvement in reading levels among all grade levels from kindergarten to grade 8.
Kindergarten: Number of students tested: 8
Type:
ISF Assessment
Dates: August and December
Status: 29 percent at benchmark in December
43 percent approaching the benchmark goal (needing strategic intervention)
28 percent well below the goal (needing intensive intervention)
Gains:

100 percent made gains from August to December.

Type:
Dates:
Status:

LNF Assessment
August, December and May
38 percent at benchmark in December
13 percent approaching the benchmark goal (needing strategic intervention)
49 percent well below the goal (needing intensive intervention)

Gains:

100 percent made gains from August to December
50 percent made gains from December to May

Grade 1: Number of students tested: 4
Type:
ORF Assessment
Dates: December and May
Status: 50 percent at benchmark as of May
25 percent approaching the benchmark goal (needing strategic intervention)
25 percent well below the goal (needing intensive intervention)
Gains:

75 percent read more correct words per minute from August to May

Type:
Dates:
Status:

NWF Assessment
August, December & May.
100 percent of the students were at benchmark as of May 05

Gains:

100 percent read more correct words per minute from August to May

Grade 2: Number of students tested: 5
Type:
ORF Assessment
Dates:
August, December and May
Status: 0 percent at benchmark as of May 05
20 percent approaching the benchmark goal (needing strategic intervention)
80 percent well below the goal (needing intensive intervention)
Gains:

100 percent read more correct words per minute from August to May

Grade 3: Number of students tested: 8
Type:
ORF Assessment
Dates: August, December and May.
Status: 13 percent at benchmark as of May 05
25 percent approaching the benchmark goal (needing strategic intervention)
63 percent well below the goal (needing intensive intervention)
Gains:

100 percent read more correct words per minute from August to May.

Grade 4: Number of students tested: 13
Type:
ORF Assessment
Dates:
August, December, and May.
Status: 23 percent at benchmark as of May 05
23 percent approaching the benchmark goal (needing strategic intervention)
54 percent well below the goal (needing intensive intervention)
Gains:

100 percent read more correct words per minute from August to May.

Grade 5: Number of students tested: 18
Type:
ORF Assessment
Dates: August, December and May
Status: 15 percent at benchmark as of May 05
8 percent approaching the benchmark goal (needing strategic intervention)
77 percent well below the goal (needing intensive intervention)
Gains:

62 percent read more correct words per minute from August to May.

Grade 6: Number of students tested: 6
Type:
ORF Assessment
Dates: August, December and May
Status: 17 percent at benchmark as of May 05
50 percent approaching the benchmark goal (needing strategic intervention)
33 percent well below the goal (needing intensive intervention)
Gains:

33 percent read more correct words per minute from August to May.

Grade 7: Number of students tested: 13
Type:
ORF Assessment
Dates: August, December and May
Status: 15 percent at benchmark as of May 05
85 percent below benchmark
Gains:

100 percent read more correct words per minute from August to May.

Grade 8: Number of students tested: 12
Type:
ORF Assessment
Dates: August, December and May
Status: 33 percent at benchmark as of May 05
77 percent below benchmark
Gains:

100 percent read more correct words per minute from August to May.

“Since my daughter attended KANU she really improved in her grades. She looks forward to go
to school. She loves the teachers and staff. Much mahalo for letting us be part of the KANU
‘ohana. My daughter is so proud to learn about her culture and proud to be Hawaiian. Aloha.”
					

-Parent, Grade 9

CORRECTIVE READING ASSESSMENT
Another internal research-based assessment used during SY 04-05 to measure increase in reading proficiency, involved the Corrective Reading Assessment. In an effort to assist all KANU students reading below
grade level, KANU’s teacher-led literacy committee kicked off an exciting school-wide reading intervention
initiative in January 2005, which continues to improve reading levels. KANU students in grades 5-12 were
tested and then placed in Corrective Reading groups, which continue to meet every morning during a schoolwide reading block.
From January 05 to June 05 the following improvements were noted among KANU’s 69 students. These
students were distributed in grades 5-12:
• 30 percent that originally tested reading deficient in January, no longer required reading
intervention in June.
• 87 percent moved up to a higher reading group/class, or out of corrective reading.
• 6 percent were placed in the same level for SY 05-06.
• 7 percent graduated - none of these graduates were in need of reading intervention.
Reading Group Placement comparison:
Grade		

# of Students		

Jan 05		

June 05

5		
		
		
		
		
		

2			
1			
1			
7			
1			
1			

A		
B1		
B1		
B2		
B2		
NC		

B1
B2
NC
C1
NC
NC

6		
		
		

1			
3			
3			

B1		
B2		
B2		

B2
C1
NC

7		
		
		

7			
1			
3			

B2		
B2		
C		

C1
NC
NC

8		
		
		

8			
1			
3			

B2		
B2		
C		

C1
NC
NC

9		
		
		

3			
3			
1			

B2		
C1		
NC		

C1
C2
NC

10		
		
		

4			
1			
3			

B2		
B2		
C1		

C1
NC
C2

11		
		
		
		

2			
1			
1			
2			

B2		
B2		
C1		
NC		

C1
NC
C2
NC

Corrective Reading Levels: A, B1, B2, C1, C2, NC=No corrective reading required; student is considered
a proficient reader for his/her grade level

EXTERNAL READING IMPROVEMENT
Although KANU students still scored below ability on the Hawai’i State Assessment (HSA) 2005, external
HSA data validates ongoing growth in reading ability. The graph below compares the scaled HSA Reading
scores of students who took the state test as third graders during SY 02-03 and then again as fifth graders
during SY 04-05.
These data show an average increase of 10 percent, with one student (#3) increasing over 30 percent. This
growth in scaled score clearly substantiates ongoing student growth in language arts.

HSA SCALED SCORE COMPARISON

“I see evidence that teaching methods and curriculum are helping my child move closer
to meeting standards this year. Yes, my child has improved a whole lot within this year. He
is reading and able to sound out words. He does his math. I really noticed that the teachers
have worked with my child and I am happy about that. KANU is a safe environment for my son.
The influence of peer pressure to use drugs and alcohol is not like it is in the public schools.
This is a village of good influence.”
							

-Parent, Grade 2

ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN WRITING – KANU’S BOOKPUBLISHING PROJECT
On November 30, 2004 KANU made the front page of the Honolulu Advertiser with the following article by
Treena Shapiro about the first book written and illustrated by KANU students.
Students at this small Hawaiian-focused charter school on the Big Island have taken a big step toward
addressing the lack of culturally appropriate children’s books by publishing one of their own. “The Fish and
Their Gifts,” written by a seventh-grader and illustrated by a team of middle and high school students from
Kanu O Ka ‘Aina in Waimea, is not just a first for the school, but also Kamehameha Sch2212ools Press’
first foray into children’s literature. It also might be a first for the state Department of Education, which has
no record of other student-produced books. While students at the ‘Ewa Beach private school Our Lady of
Perpetual Help published the popular “God’s Photo Album” in 2001, their literacy teacher Shelly Mecum
wrote the text that accompanied their photos and captions. In the case of “The Fish and Their Gifts,” Kanu
O Ka ‘Aina teachers and artist Meleanna Meyer helped the students perfect their book, but the credit goes
to author Joshua “Kaipo” Stender, who wrote it at age 12, and the nine students who created the artwork to
accompany his story. “The fact that the quality of work is so high really just points to how good the kids are.
Their talents are really underutilized,” Meyer said.
“The Fish and Their Gifts” tells the story of a fisherman’s son, Kekoa, who is swept to sea while picking
‘opihi and rescued by the fishes, who are rewarded with gifts of protection for their good deed. When the
book is flipped over it becomes “Nä Makana a Nä I’a,” a Hawaiian translation of the story by Kamehameha
Schools. The book was written with a young Hawaiian audience in mind, but both the school and the press
expect it to have wider appeal. To the students, the project was schoolwork, but to school director Ku Kahakalau , it was a move toward expanding Hawaiian children’s understanding of who they are and where
they come from. “There is very little written about the place Hawai’i by Hawaiians, especially when we’re
looking at children’s books and K-12 literacy materials,” Kahakalau said. The absence of these reading resources and a wealth of artistically gifted students led the school to encourage its students to create their own
materials. “We really believe that, for us as Hawaiians, it’s our kuleana to tell our stories,” she said. “This
book is a testament of what Hawaiians can do when we’re given the rights and the resources to develop our
own educational process.”
Now a 15-year-old sophomore at Honoka’a High School, Stender said he modeled his tale after stories about
Hawaiian place names. He relied on research rather than real-life experience to craft his story, but his own
close relationship with his father bears a resemblance to the relationship between the father and son in the
book. “I didn’t base it on that, but that’s kind of how it is,” he said. “We do a lot of things together.”
That includes fishing, but Stender said eating fish — his favorite food — was more of an inspiration than
catching fish was. His fishing experience didn’t save him from weeks of querying fishermen, searching the
Internet and visiting the library to make sure he got the all the names and details about the fish correct. “I had
to look up all the different names and make sure it was all right, and all the different characteristics of the fish
to make sure I knew what I was talking about in the book,” he said. “Even so, he had to go through numerous
rewrites to make sure the research and wording was perfect.”I had to make a lot of drafts,” he said.

But meticulous effort paid off, because the book was in excellent shape when submitted. “I can say that we
did virtually no editing whatsoever,” said Waimea Williams, senior books/production editor at the press. “It
was very clean.” Rather than just entertaining, the story demonstrates an understanding of Hawaiian storytelling tradition, in which stories generally have deeper meaning. “In this book, a boy wants to follow in his
father’s footsteps but ends up learning a broad lesson about generosity,” she said. “The art also demonstrates
an awareness of culture, using only an indigenous color palette of red, yellow, black and white,” said Meyer,
who flies to the Big Island once a month to work with the students. “The purposeful decision to color key the
collaged pieces differently caused a bit of consternation earlier on,” she said. The students originally wanted
to use blue and green for the ocean and sky, but eventually adjusted to using colors that indigenous people
could create from chalk, coral, turmeric, charcoal and dirt. Illustrator Pua Herron-Whitehead, now a senior
at Kanu O Ka ‘Aina, also thought the book came out well, and might use some of the pages she created in
the portfolio she will use for design school applications.
“We didn’t think it was going to be such a professional book,” she said. “As we worked on it, it just got
bigger.” Stender says he is not fluent in Hawaiian but can read the translation — which is aimed at children
ages 3 to 10. “When I was little I would have liked to have something like this where it is understandable
for younger kids,” he said.
Williams said Kamehameha is committed to reaching the 60,000 to 70,000 Hawaiian children up to age 8
and this book is part of that effort. “The young children who are in charter schools, and also (public) schools,
can really benefit from a whole lot more books with Hawaiian culture and Hawaiian language,” she said.
“The Fish and Their Gifts” is the first in a series of children’s books that will include other Kanu O Ka ‘Aina
titles, Williams said. Stender, who is pleased with this first effort, advises other students to try to write for
publication. He plans to keep writing himself. “I think it’s pretty cool that I’m a published writer and I think
it’s good that since this book is published my name is out there if I write any other books,” he said.
Kahakalau said the whole experience has been educational for the school, which originally saw book
publishing as an entrepreneurial pursuit, but will not receive any profits unless the book goes into a second
printing. “We thought because we had a colored Xerox we could just be pumping these books out at least
for our own use, and sharing with the other Hawaiian charter schools,” she said. It turned out that it cost $30
to print a single copy of the book. “There were some major miscalculations on our part about what can be
done in-house,” Kahakalau said. The school then turned to having the book published, a daunting task for
an unknown author and illustrators from a small rural school. Three years elapsed between when the school
completed the book and when it was actually published. “It takes a little longer, but the quality and the outcome is higher than we expected it to be,” Kahakalau said. “It’s good to have a hardcover book rather than
something Xeroxed and stapled together. “In that way it’s really been beyond our wildest expectation.”

Joshua Kaiponohea Stender
(second from left) is recognized
for his award winning children’s
book “The Fish and Their Gifts”.

KANU STUDENT WINS FIRST PLACE IN ESSAY CONTEST
Demonstrating ongoing increase in writing ability among KANU students, KANU senior Keola Levenson
won first place in an island wide “Real Women” essay competition. This competition was sponsored by
the Hawai’i County Committee on the Status of Women, with cooperation from the District Department of
Education as part of Hawai’i County’s celebration of National Women’s History Month. Keola was honored
in March 2005 with a Luncheon at Hapuna Prince, where he read his essay, which featured his mother Nancy
Levenson, a KANU staff member. Keola started his essay as follows: Dynamite, chili peppers and lemons
have a few things in common. They are all small, but have big effects. That is no exception for my mom,
she may be small in stature but she’s big at heart.....
Overall, all KANU students continue to make progress in utilizing appropriate writing strategies, which are
taught as part of KANU’s 6+1 writing approach. About 75 percent or three quarters of all students surveyedstrongly agreed or agreed that:
- They use good writing strategies before writing, such as brainstorming, webbing, outlining.
- They understand and practice good editing strategies such as re-read, re-write, use a checklist.
- Writing their thoughts in stories, assignments, essays, etc. was easy.

Keola Levenson and his mom Nancy

I.2. INCREASE IN MATH, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, PROBLEM SOLVING AND
CRITICAL THINKING ABILITY
As indicated in this section, definite growth in math, science, computer technology, problem solving and
critical thinking skills is evident among all KANU students. The graph below clearly shows a unanimous
agreement among teachers, parents and students regarding student improvements in math, science, computer
technology problem solving and critical thinking skills. Overall 87 percent of teachers, parents and students
stated that they saw progress in math and computer technology, 75 percent stated they saw progress in problem solving and critical thinking and 70 percent saw progress in science. This academic student progress is
also verified by various other data.

“My son has learned so much from attending KANU. He comes home and shares the hula and
the chants that he has learned. I hear him using Hawaiian words instead of English and this is
why I want him to attend KANU. He is learning the culture and the language. He is also learning Math and English. But most importantly, he is learning the culture and the language. He is
progressing, and I don’t think that he would have excelled in other public schools.”
					

-Parent, Grade 3

ELEMENTARY MATH LEVEL
KANU uses the SAXON Publishers Math, a K-12 program which starts at the kindergarten level and goes
to calculus and beyond. Utilizing a school-wide math program, allows for placement of all KANU students
according to ability. It also allows students to progress at their own speed. SAXON math also aligns with
KANU’s relative, real-world approach in that word-problems draw from daily experiences and prepare students for every day math.
Being able to progress at their own speed has significant advantages especially for KANU’s younger students
who started with SAXON in kindergarten. Many of these elementary students are quick at picking up math
concepts. They like math and want to take higher level math before they graduate.
The graph below verifies that during SY 04-05 all Elementary KANU students were at the appropriate level
in their Saxon math book. Furthermore nearly one quarter of students in grades K-5 were above grade level,
in some cases as much as two math books higher. This is especially evident in grades 3 where 50 percent
were above grade level in math and in grade 5 where about 40 percent were above grade level.

“I would like my daughter to return to KANU because I believe it is the best learning experience
that she has had and a place where she finds success. She likes going to school and she is
happy.”
					

-Mother, Grade 10

SECONDARY MATH LEVEL
Progress in mathematics is evident among KANU’s secondary students as well. Most of these students
entered KANU from DOE schools, significantly below in math, and of the general belief that math is not
for them. Utilizing a unified, math program like SAXON, allows all KANU students to start at the level
they test into. Because SAXON presents similar problems over again, this program also allows students to
review concepts, which they may have failed to understand previously. Starting at their current personal
math level, each student must at least complete Algebra I in order to graduate. However, based on KANU’s
motto, students are encouraged to achieve their highest level. To facilitate this KANU has hired a part-time
math tutor who works with our higher level math students. All 2005 graduates satisfactorily completed at
least Algebra I, with several in higher algebra.
The following graph depicts the Saxon math levels of KANU students in grades 6-12, most of whom have
been with us for less than three years. In grades 11 all were at grade level and among 6th and 12 graders most
were at grade level with one each above grade level. Grades 7 and 10 had over half below grade levels, and
in grades 8 and 9 all were below grade level at the end of SY 04-05. In order to increase their math levels,
students were encouraged to enroll in a Friday morning math course, which provided remedial help, as well
as fun math activities to increase enjoyment of math. For SY 05-06 after-school tutoring will be available
for students in need of remediation.
This graph is congruent with HSA data, which states that KANU’s students in grades 8 and 10 were below
the required level in math. Furthermore, based on this graph, we should expect several more years of dismal
standardized math test scores.

“I would like to attend Kanu for another year beacuse I can’t imagine myself at any other
school, because I like the way I can really talk to the teachers.”
					

-Student, Grade 10

I.3. INCREASE IN POST SECONDARY ENROLLMENT
Since our start-up in 2000, KANU continues to make yearly progress in increasing the number of KANU
graduates who enroll in post secondary programs. For SY 04-05, three of KANU’s four 2005 graduates – or
75 percent of those who graduated – got accepted to and enrolled in a post-secondary program. These postsecondary programs include Linfield College in Oregon, Brigham Young University- Hawai’i Campus and
the University of Hawai’i at Hilo. The other graduate, who successfully managed being a KANU student
and a mother since grade 9, completed a Nursing Certificate while still in high school and plans to enroll in
Nursing School in the near future after spending a year as a stay-at-home mom.

INCREASE IN POST SECONDARY
ENROLLMENT
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FIRST KANU GRADUATE TO ENTER GRADUATE SCHOOL
With a student population that is 95 percent Hawaiian, KANU’s post secondary enrollment statistics should
be far below other public schools, since less Hawaiians go on to college than other public school graduates, According to Ka Huaka’i 2005, college enrollment of Native Hawaiians is 26 percent compared to the
statewide rate of 33 percent. Furthermore, of those Hawaiians who do enter college, a large number drop
out before they graduate with a Bachelor’s Degree and only less than five percent of all graduate students in
Hawai’i are of Hawaiian ancestry.
This significant under-representation of Hawaiian graduate students makes the acceptance of a KANU graduate into the Master Program in English Language and Literature at UH Mänoa a truly exhilarating event.
This student was enrolled in the Hawaiian Academy- the forerunner of KANU – at Honoka’a High School
from 9th grade on, transferred to KANU as a senior when we first opened and then graduated in 2001 as
part of our first class of KANU graduates. In other words, this student spent her entire high school time in
our program. In a recent visit to KANU, this student stated that she felt well prepared for college when she
left KANU in 2001 and that KANU significantly helped her to be successful not just in college, but also as
a cultural practitioner and a responsible citizen.

“I want my sons to return to KANU because of the size of the school and the commitment of
the teachers and other staff make for a very familiar atmosphere that I think works better for
my sons than a larger impersonal institution.”
					
-Parent, Gr. 10 and 11

II. CULTURAL PROGRESS
KANU met SY 04-05 Performance Indicator II.
II.1. INCREASE IN HAWAIIAN CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
The graph below clearly indicates a unanimous agreement among teachers, parents and students regarding
student improvements in Hawaiian culture, traditions and arts. This data was gleaned from annual surveys
administered to all three groups at the end of the school year. This cultural student progress is also verified
by numerous anecdotal data.
When it comes to progress in Hawaiian language, there was significant agreement about student improvement among parents and students. However, only 11 percent of KANU’s teaching staff agreed or strongly
agreed they saw evidence of student improvement in Hawaiian language. This lack of improvement in
Hawaiian language is contributed to KANU’s required focus on English literacy skills to comply with recent
state and federal mandates. Finding a balance between English and cultural literacy constitutes an ongoing
dilemma, given that at the time of KANU’s charter, none of the current state and federal AYP requirements
existed.
Ultimately it has always been KANU’s aim to grow individuals who have the skills and the abilities to
succeed in a 21st century global economy, as well as the wherewithal to perpetuate Hawai’i’s native culture
into the future. Therefore, as soon as all KANU’s students are at grade level in math and language arts, we
can again intensify our efforts towards increasing their knowledge of Hawaiian language.

“I was given the opportunity to become part of our great Hula Drama with songs, chants and
Hawaiian dances. Another opportunity was to participate in both the opening and the closing of our Makahiki season. First at Ohaiula beach with the Hi’u wai ceremony followed with a
procession to Pu’ukohola with ho’ike both at Kawaihae and Pu’upulehu.”
					

-Student Grade 4

ANCIENT HÖ’IKE EQUALS MODERN
AUTHENTIC PERFORMANCE-BASED ASSESSMENT
The most comprehensive authentic assessment to measure our students’ ongoing growth in knowing,
understanding and practicing Hawaiian culture is KANU’s annual hula drama. This annual student exhibition involves all students grades K-12, all KANU staff, as well as many of our parents and extended ‘ohana
members, including community supporters.
The title of SY 04-05’s hula drama was Ho’i i ka Piko a Mälama i ke Kahua, which means “return to the
source and maintain the foundations”. This hula drama was performed on May 22 and 23, 2005 at Kahilu
Theater in Waimea. Kahilu Theater is a state-of-the-art theater with excellent acoustics. For SY 04-05
KANU students performed their hula drama to three different authentic audiences. The first performance
was to students from other schools, who came from as far as Kona and Puna to see the hula drama. The
second performance – that same evening – was to our parents and extended learning ‘ohana members – at a
kama’äina rate. The third performance the next evening was to the general public.
The following are excerpts of letters from spectators who attended the performances:
“This past week I was invited to attend the annual Kanu o ka ‘Äina Charter School hula drama performance
in Waimea. This spectacular cultural performance featured students from kindergarten through grade twelve
who shared with the audience a wonderful story of cultural survival and continuity. I am so thankful that
there are cultural schools like KANU today. Seeing and listening to five-year-olds chant and perform their
migration story, bringing their culture with them to the island... was so truly inspiring to me, as was seeing
kids who know at such an early age who they are and where they come from. Given the histories that we
all come from of colonization through language and culture, it is just simply AWESOME that schools like
KANU exist, as models for emerging paradigms of education. Thank you to the children and youth of Kanu
o ka ‘Äina Charter School for continuing on the traditions of your ancestors and for inspiring the connections
with mine”. (Waimea resident)
“Each year the students rise to an even higher level of achievement with the Hula Drama. I am so impressed
by all the youngsters and work of the staff.... especially noted are your older students who demonstrated their
grace and experience through poise and confidence. How you folks got the little ones to be loud enough is
also very remarkable. Mahalo to everyone.” (DOE teacher)
“What a wonderful weekend it was. I came away from both nights filled with pride and songs that flowed
through my heart and mind. The students did an excellent job at portraying who they are. They were filled
with pride of who they are and what they are doing about it. The staff was as always filled with aloha and
did a great job at whatever station they were at. Thank you for a job well done. We appreciated every
moment”. (Waimea resident)

“I appreciate what is taught and most importantly why it is taught. My son tells me stories
of how the teachers treat him, discipline him if need be, but mostly of the respect that the
teachers share for the students and vice versa. The ‘ohana concept really works for many
of our children. Feeling that the teachers really care for them is a tremendous boost for their
self-confidence and builds their character. My son really loves his school and is starting to
pull it all together. I’m so very proud of him! I also see him growing in confidence each day. The
school, its staff and teachers are doing a wonderful job. My son will benefit by being in this
school more than in any other.”
						

-Parent, Grade 10

II.2. INCREASE IN LEARNING AND PRACTICING HAWAIIAN
CULTURAL VALUES
According to KANU’s SY 04-05 School Effectiveness Survey, there is clear agreement among students,
parents and staff that students are learning and practicing more Hawaiian values, which in turn are resulting
in improved behavior and attitude.
SY 04-05 SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS SURVEY re: INCREASE IN HAWAIIAN VALUES
							
PARENTS
My child is showing Hawaiian cultural values
		
(of aloha, mälama, kökua, and mahalo etc.)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Total

50%		

46%

96%

STUDENTS
		
		

I am learning and practicing Hawaiian		
cultural values (of aloha, mälama, kökua, and
mahalo, etc.) 				

40%		

54%

94%

STAFF		
		
		

KANU students are showing Hawaiian cultural
values (of aloha, mälama, kökua, and mahalo,
etc.)					

18%		

64%

82%

TOTAL										

91%

According to KANU’s SY 04-05 School Effectiveness Survey, there is also clear agreement among students,
parents and staff that KANU’s culturally-driven way of education works better for our population than
traditional DOE schools.

Hawaiian culturally driven education
works better than DOE schools

percentage

90
85

Agree/Strongly
Agree

80
75
Students

Parents

Staff

“I have participated in ceremonies and tried to become a ho’opa and out of school I attend
Hawaiian Language classes. I have participated in ceremonies to open the Makahiki so we can
play and also continue to dance hula. I would like to come back because Kanu is a place where
learning is not only in a book but outside of and I get a chance to know about my culture.”
					

-Student - Grade 6

DIBELS AS AN INTERNAL READING ASSESSMENT FOR GRADES K-8
During SY 04-05, KANU initiated the use of DIBELS as an internal reading assessment measure for students
in grades K-8. DIBELS uses five (5) assessments to measure phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle and
reading accuracy and fluency. During SY 04-05, KANU students in grades K-8 were administered one (1)
to all five (5) of the assessments listed below depending on their grade level and the testing window.
Letter Naming Fluency (LNF), Kindergarten, Grade 1 (Reading Risk Indicator)
Students are presented with a page of upper and lower case letters arranged in random order and are asked to
name as many letters as they can in a minute.
Initial Sound Fluency (ISF), Kindergarten (Phonemic Awareness –Sound Isolation)
The examiner presents a series of four pictures to the child, names each picture, and then asks the child to
identify the picture that begins with the sound produced by the examiner or produce the first sound of a given
word.
Phonemic Segmentation Fluency (PSF), Kindergarten, Grade 1 (Phonemic Awareness & Segmentation)
Research shows segmentation is a good predictor of later reading achievements. The examiner says a word
and the students are asked to say the individual phonemes (sounds) in the word. This is a minute test. A
point is given for every correct phoneme.
Nonsense Word Fluency (NWF), Kindergarten, Grade 1, Grade 2 (Alphabetic Understanding)
Students are presented with a list of “nonsense” decodable words (words that are easily sounded out).
Students are asked to a say the sounds in each word or read the whole word. This is a minute test. A point
is given for each sound produced correctly.
Oral Reading Fluency (ORF), Grades 1-8 (Automaticity with the Code)
Students read three grade level passages, one minute per passage. Accuracy and fluency (the ability to
translate letters to sounds to words effortlessly) are factors in this test. The median score (words correct per
minute, wcpm) is used.

K-2 Keiki enjoy reading about Nature’s Children.

“I did good at school. I listened and did homework and projects. I do the protocol in the morning, I learn chanting and the hula. My grades were good. I read books and did reports. I learned
from everybody and the teachers how to do math. KANU lets me learn.”
					

-Student, Grade K

III.2. ONGOING IMPROVEMENT IN STUDENT BEHAVIOR
Ongoing improvements in student behavior continue to be evident. This is especially obvious among
several elementary and middle school boys who entered KANU with severe behavioral challenges. As a
result of KANU’s pedagogy of aloha, many of these youth are learning how to focus their energy in a positive direction. In addition, while they still face occasional challenges, many KANU students are acquiring
tools to manage their anger and keep challenges in perspective. Furthermore, regular kükäkükä (talk-story)
sessions among students and staff, when behavioral issues occur, are enabling many students to better recognize, accept and respect differences.
With teachers not tolerating unacceptable behavior, disruptive students by and large either have left KANU
or changed their behavior. Furthermore, as a result of ongoing modeling by the staff, as well as constant
reminders and focus on KANU’s four behavioral expectations (aloha, mälama, kökua and mahalo), students
are slowly beginning to practice these and other Hawaiian values as a way of life. This has led to very strong
bonds among all shareholders and a genuine feeling of ‘ohana.
During SY 04-05, over 90 percent of all KANU students had 0 referrals or disciplinary actions outside of
classroom reminders. Of the ones who were referred to KANU’s ‘Ohana Support Team (OST), for inappropriate behavior, almost all were identified as IDEA or 504. According to their IEPs, effective behavioral
support plans were supposed to be created for all these students. However, at the end of SY 04-05, KANU’s
contracted service provider had not produced one behavioral support plan that was actually effective.
Although mandated by a recent IDEA settlement – KANU still does not have the services of a school-based
behavioral specialist to assist those very few students with serious emotional issues. Although only a handful in number, these students continue to require an inordinate amount of time and energy, as a result of
their ongoing unacceptable behavior. Most importantly, without qualified counseling services and specific
intervention strategies tailored expressly to their unique emotional needs, we cannot expect a change in
behavior from these students.
According to KANU’s SY 04-05 SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS SURVEY, 96 percent of KANU’s parents
strongly agreed or agreed that their child was improving his/her behavior. This was supported by 82 percent
of KANU staff who strongly agreed or agreed that students were improving their behavior.
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III.3. ONGOING PARTICIPATION IN COMMUNITY PROJECTS AND EVENTS
KANU believes it is essential that students are aware of local and global issues, including environmental
concerns. Furthermore as responsible 21st century global citizens, KANU students must actively participate
in community events. This participation frequently requires speaking in public. Throughout the school year,
KANU students have numerous opportunities to perform or speak in public, as they assist to bring about
positive social change and help protect Hawai’i’s precious natural resources. Many of the events enriched
by KANU’s participation are yearly events, attesting to KANU’s long-term commitment to our community
and the perpetuation of Hawaiian language and culture.
The following section presents just a few highlights of KANU’s community involvement.

PU’UKOHOLÄ CULTURAL FESTIVAL
Every year, a contingent of KANU students and staff participate in the annual Cultural Festival held at
Pu’ukoholä National Park in Kawaihae. This includes preparing the park for the festivities, providing
ho’okupu (ceremonial offerings) in the form of ka’au (40) of sweet potatoes and taro grown by KANU
students and staff at Mäla Na’auao o Pu’upülehu, and participating in various ceremonies and workshops.
In addition, KANU students perform part of our annual hula drama in honor of the assembly of chiefs who
gather at Kawaihae every year to commemorate Hawai’i’s unification under Kamehameha I.

ALOHA WEEK PARTICIPATION
Since 2000, KANU has participated in the annual Waimea Aloha Week Parade. Involving students in grades
K-12, staff, parents and other learning ‘ohana members, KANU’s marching unit is renowned for its chanting
ability. For Aloha Week 2004, KANU’s director Dr. Kü Kahakalau was honored as Ambassador of Aloha
and preceded the KANU marching unit in a convertible. This award substantiates that KANU’s pedagogy
of aloha is recognized not just within the school but by the community as well. As in previous years, a
handful of KANU students and graduates also participated in Hawai’i Island’s Aloha Week court, as chanters, pü blowers or royal attendants. These students proudly represent KANU as they travel with the court
throughout the island.

MAKAHIKI CEREMONIES
As in previous years, interested KANU students and staff observed the Makahiki by participating in a variety of ceremonies and events honoring the season, which begins in November and ends in February. This
included an overnight camp and sunrise ceremony at Hälau Kukui in Kawaihae, as well as a mauka ceremony
at Mäla Na’auao o Pu’upülehu. Participating in authentic traditional ceremonies like the makahiki allows
interested students to actively observe ancient practices, therewith, directly contributing to the perpetuation
of Hawai’i’s native ways into the future.

WAIPI’O WATER STUDY
The Waipi’o Stream Restoration project allows KANU middle school students to directly work with local,
national and international scientists, attend and present at a variety of conferences and participate in an
authentic research effort to restore Waipi’o’s pristine natural environment. KANU’s Waipi’o Water study is
made up of 14 middle school students in grades 5-8 under the guidance of Kumu Nälei Kahakalau. Together
with Bishop Museum and other scientists, these students are measuring the impact of a one hundred percent
stream restoration in Waipi’o Valley on the environment. In April 2005, the KANU Waipi’o Waterstudy
Project Group presented at an International Symposium on Estuaries and Stream Management. The students opened up the symposium of international stream experts with traditional Hawaiian protocol. This was
followed by a powerpoint presentation of their research. KANU students also presented their research to
charter school educators at the CSAO sponsored charter school conference at UH Mänoa, where they were
the only group of student presenters.

EXTERNAL RECOGNITIONS AND AWARDS
The following recognitions and awards received during SY 04-05 attest to KANU’s accomplishments.

ARTS EXCELLENCE AWARD
In September 2005, KANU was awarded the prestigious ARTS EXCELLENCE AWARD from the Hawai’i
Alliance for Arts Education and the Kennedy Center Alliance for Arts Education Network. This Creative
Ticket School of Excellence Award was presented to KANU for our significant contributions to the children
and youth of Hawai’i by creating a school community where all the arts are an integral part of learning
throughout the curriculum. As part of this award, KANU received $500 towards the purchase of art supplies.
This coveted award is a direct reflection of KANU’s commitment to the arts and the high quality of arts
education provided to KANU students by our contracted artist Meleana Meyer. A resident of O’ahu, Aunty
Meleana visits KANU on a regular basis to provide high quality art instruction to students in K-12.

RECOGNITION OF EXCELLENCE IN HAWAI’I’S PUBLIC SCHOOLS
In March 2005 KANU was recognized by the US Pacific Command, through the Joint Venture Education Forum (JVEF) by receiving their Excellence in Hawai’i’s Public Schools award. This special recognition was
awarded to KANU for its creation and publication of “The Fish and Their Gifts”, authored and illustrated by
KANU students. As part of this award, KANU received $1000 toward the purchase of textbooks or subject
resource materials.

BOE RESOLUTION
During National Charter Schools Week in May 2005, the Board of Education recognized and honored KANU
as one of Hawaii’s first five public charter schools, five years after we received our charter school certificate.
“After five years of growth -- with the usual ups and downs -- we know that our charter schools are generating success and providing Hawaii’s students with meaningful public education alternatives,” said BOE
Chairperson Breene Harimoto. The resolution recognized KANU as a “model of charter school innovation
and achievement.” The resolution further states that charter schools appeal “to a growing number of students, engaging their imaginations while igniting their quest for learning.” It also notes that half of Hawaii’s
charter schools – including KANU - have a Hawaiian language and cultural foundation, which contributes to
“sustaining and perpetuating the host culture of Hawaii.”

ENDORSEMENT BY US SENATOR INOUYE
In fall 2004, KANU received the following letter from US Senator Daniel Inouye.
Thank you for a very special time in Waimea. The skies were blue, the children were laughing and my heart
was full. I appreciate you taking the time to share your good work with me and the community. I am very
pleased to play a small role in your important efforts, and in your successes. The keiki hula was heart-warming and uplifting. In their eyes you could see their bright spirits and sense of pride. I commend you and will
increase my efforts to support more Native Hawaiian education funds to the Hawaiian charter and immersion schools. Congratulations and keep up the good work.
Aloha, Daniel K. Inouye, United States Senator.

REPORTING ACCOUNTABILITY INFORMATION
As a research-based program, KANU believes that it is crucial to report our progress towards meeting our
annual and long-term performance goals on a regular basis. We believe that students, teachers, staff, parents
and the public must continuously be aware of what is happening at KANU. As a result KANU has implemented a variety of strategies to inform its broad range of stakeholders of our progress and of the expansion
experienced at KANU. KANU utilizes ancient and modern, formal and informal strategies to assure that
information regarding KANU’s evolution is disseminated to all interested parties on a regular basis.

WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
For the past five years, KANU has issued a weekly newsletter called HUNEHUNE KALO. This weekly
newsletter features a director’s message, reminders about school/community activities, a parent corner, a
section on student highlights and a Hawaiian proverb of the week. It usually contains a variety of attachments pertaining to school. Since the newsletter comes out every Thursday, parents know to be on the lookout for the latest information about the school. One hundred (100) percent of all parents surveyed strongly
agreed or agreed that the HUNEHUNE KALO is an effective form of communication about what is going
on at KANU.

KANU WEBSITE
KANU’s website is created and maintained by KANU students and graduates and features the latest news
about KANU – including a digital version of our weekly newsletter. KANU’s website is www.kalo.org.
In KANU’s SY 04-05 survey, 63 percent of parents and 55 percent of staff and teachers strongly agreed or
agreed that KANU’s website is an important communication tool. Anecdotal evidence suggests that KANU’s website is used by a worldwide audience interested in indigenous pedagogy and educational reform.
Furthermore, prospective students, parents, donors, as well as researchers are frequently referred to the site
as a source of information about KANU.

‘OHANA GATHERINGS
Each school year starts with an ‘Ohana Orientation which acquaints all learning ‘ohana members of the day
to day operations, short and long-term goals etc. Furthermore, KANU holds quarterly ‘ohana gatherings
where teachers, staff, parents, and extended family members get together to hear the latest updates regarding
the school, and each particular hui or group. These evenings usually feature student performances, awards
presentations, and announcements, regarding student or school achievements.

K-2 Parent - Child Orientation

ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTING
During the first quarter of the school year, students, parents and teachers get together for a student-led conference to get acquainted and to decide on a common goal for the student during the school year. Throughout
the school year parents are informed of their child’s progress via quarterly progress reports and a standardized semester report card. In addition, there is ongoing communication between home and school – particularly if goals are not being met. During the fourth quarter, students, parents and teachers meet again to
discuss the progress achieved by the student during the school year.

ACADEMIC HÖ’IKE
Throughout the school year, KANU students presented their academic achievements to authentic audiences,
including other students, parents, community members and experts in various fields. Some of these hö’ike
or school-wide exhibitions included a K-12 final academic exhibition at the end of each school year. During
SY 04-05, all KANU students in grades 5-8 also participated in an annual KANU’s Science Fair. Four (4)
of these students were selected to go to the District Fair and one (1) student qualified to enter the State of
Hawai’i Science Fair.

HULA DRAMA
More than any other assessment tool, KANU’s yearly hula drama constitutes an unfailing testimony of the
growth experienced by KANU’s students from year to year. This annual hula drama allows KANU students
in grades K-12 to demonstrate to their teachers, parents, ‘ohana members and the general public not just cognitive knowledge attained during the school year, but also cultural, artistic and interpersonal skills learned.

ANNUAL REPORT
KANU’s in-depth Annual Report constitutes KANU’s yearly formal assessment. This self-assessment meets
KANU’s accountability requirements to our authorizer, the BOE. In addition, this report is used to inform
the Charter School Administrative Office (CSAO), the DOE and other state and federal agencies, interested legislators, researchers, educators, funders and prospective donors. This report, which details KANU’s
achievements from one year to the next, is also distributed to all staff and Local School Board Members and
shared with KANU parents and other interested community members, who are able to obtain copies upon
request. Finally KANU’s Annual Reports are posted on KANU’s website, which allows for worldwide access to KANU’s progress.

DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL ACCOUNTABILITY PLAN
One area of growth identified for SY 05-06, concerns the development a comprehensive accountability
plan. Such a carefully designed and well-carried out accountability plan will ensure that KANU meets our
long-term obligations in terms of student performance and school operations. Such a plan will also create
a powerful tool for ongoing learning and improvement. Because KANU believes that accountability efforts
are most effective when the school and its learning ‘ohana work together, we plan to involve all interested
shareholders as we create clear goals and then use student performance data to continuously improve teaching and learning.

“Kanu is the only school I like because KANU teaches Hawaiian culture. We do Science projects,
we get to learn at outdoor labs, we grow native plants, we have computers to do Language Arts
Writing, Technology, Social Studies, Genealogy and Science Data Tables. I went from reading at
2nd Grade level to reading at 4th grade level this year. I read Mystery books, Scholastic NonFiction books and the Sunday comics.”
					

Student - Gr. 5

PERFORMANCE BARRIERS or MAKING
“OFFICIAL” ANNUAL YEARLY PROGRESS (AYP)
For years, Hawai’i’s public school classroom teachers have asserted, that Hawai’i’s Content and Performance Standards II are not only too numerous, too detailed and poorly sequenced, but also unrealistically
high given current public student performance. These unrealistic standards resulted in the development of a
state-wide assessment, which is clearly above the level of what most public students know. In an August 5,
2005 Honolulu Advertiser article, Board of Education member Karen Knudsen stated that “Hawai’i’s math
test in particular is demoralizing to students.” This test is so difficult at the 8th and 10th grade level that many
adults – including current legislators – are not able to pass it.
The same article quoted DOE Superintendent Pat Hamamoto as stating that “the standards will be revisited
this year and will likely be refined to realistic levels.” This trend was confirmed by a West Hawai’i Today,
August 10, 2005 article which stated that “the state Department of Education is lowering by about 20 percent
the proficiency standards Hawai’i public school students must demonstrate on standardized tests. “
Despite an acknowledgement of being “unrealistic,” for SY 04-05 the DOE continued to use KANU’s performance on the Hawai’i State Assessment (HSA) as the sole indicator of academic progress. According to
School Matters (www.schoolmatters.com), a national website for parents, educators and leaders to research
information about public schools, KANU did not make Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) in 2004. This site,
which is sponsored by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, uses the Hawai’i DOE website as reference,
which also states that KANU did not make AYP for SY 04-05.
A look at KANU’s nearby elementary, intermediate and high schools reveals that none of our neighboring
schools made AYP either.
NORTH HAWAI’I SCHOOL ACCOUNTABILITY STATUS SCHOOL YEAR 2005-2006
School Code

Name of School		

AYP		

Current Standing

397		

Kanu o ka ‘Äina		

NOT MET

School Improvement Year 2

384		

Waimea Middle PCCS

NOT MET

School Improvement Year 2

387		

Waimea Elementary		

NOT MET

Planning for Restructuring

361		

Honoka’a Elementary

NOT MET

In Good Standing, Pending

360		

Honoka’a High & Inter.

NOT MET

School Improvement Year 2

382		

Pa’auilo Elementary & Inter.

NOT MET

In Good Standing, Pending

393 		

Waikoloa Elementary

NOT MET

In Good Standing, Pending

395		

Kohala Elementary		

NOT MET

In Good Standing, Pending

366		

Kohala Middle		

NOT MET

School Improvement Year 2

373		

Kohala High		

NOT MET

In Good Standing, Pending

As a matter of fact, over half of Hawai’i’s almost 200 public schools did not make AYP for SY 04-05, based
on the formula currently used by the State of Hawai’i. KANU strongly believes that besides unrealistic expectations there are other serious flaws in utilizing the methodology currently applied by the State of Hawai’i
Department of Education (DOE) to determine AYP. Most crucial is the fact that each school must meet
ALL selected indicators. Requiring all applicable targets to be met is a weak area of the current methodology, since 100% achievement in anything is an unrealistic expectation. This flaw is clearly evidenced in the
considerable number of “failing” Hawai’i schools.

DETERMINATION OF KANU’S AYP
According to the “No Child Left Behind” (NCLB) School Accountability report, the state has set NCLB
academic performance targets in four areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reading as measured by Hawai’i state tests
Mathematics as measured by Hawai’i state tests
Test participation in reading and mathematics
Graduation or retention

The report states that there are a total of 37 possible performance targets within these four areas and that ALL
applicable targets must be met each year for a school to make AYP.
However, KANU has never been scored in all four areas, but only two. Ironically, while KANU did not meet
the two arbitrarily selected target areas, which were proficiency in reading and mathematics as measured by
Hawai’i state tests, KANU exceeded state standards in the two other academic performance targets, which
are Test participation in Reading and Mathematics and Graduation or Retention rates.
School Matters asserts that, “State assessments are only one measure of academic performance” and “State
test results alone do not convey a complete picture of academic achievement and should be viewed with
other performance and demographic information.” Yet the DOE continues to use only our performance on
Hawai’i’s reading and writing assessment to determine KANU’s AYP.
Another serious flaw in the way KANU’s “official” AYP is determined, concerns the use of an unscientific
sample size to measure KANU’s performance. In the past the DOE has utilized both 30 and 40 as the minimum number of students which must be tested in order for the test to be scientifically valid. As indicated in
the table below, during SY 04-05 – as in previous years - KANU’s grade level numbers amounted to much
less. This clearly validates that KANU’s sample size is simply too small to be considered scientifically valid.
In other words, because of our small sample size, KANU’s standardized test scores should not be used as a
true indicator of student performance. More importantly, in no way should these standardized measurements
be used as the only indicator of annual yearly progress, as was the case again during SY 04-05.
SY 04-05 Grade level size:
Grade Level
# of students

3
8 students

5
13 students

8
12 students

10
6 students

Average
10 students/grade

Other problems with utilizing HSA performance as the only measure of AYP include the composition and
delivery of the HSA, which are incongruent with native preferences and propensities. This is demonstrated
by the high percentage of native Hawaiians who score below average on standardized test scores at all levels.
Another concern is the fact that KANU is a relatively new school and that many of our students, particularly
KANU’s middle and high schoolers, are essentially products of their previous DOE experiences. As mentioned previously, many of these students enter KANU below grade level in most or all subject areas. These
students require several years until they are brought up to grade level. Therefore instead of measuring only
their current status, much more emphasis should be placed on measuring the progress made by these students
since entering KANU. Finally, according to the latest research, increase in standardized test scores is usually the last indicator of successful educational reform. This means that while we do expect to see a rise in
standardized test scores over time, it may take a little longer than initially hoped for.

“My daughter loves school. Especially the Waterford class. And because she’s curious, having
her sit in a classroom (as in regular schools) all day-except when it’s recess or lunch would
restrict her adventurous spirit.”
					
Parent/Staff, Grade K

HSA READING SCORE COMPARISONS
For SY 04-05, the Hawai’i DOE used only KANU’s HSA reading and mathematics scores to determine
our AYP – although in both cases, grade level numbers were only one-fourth of the scientifically valid
sample. As in previous years, both KANU’s 2005 HSA reading and mathematics scores did not meet state
standards.
A comparison between the performance of KANU students in grades 3, 5, 8, and 10 with the reading scores
of students statewide, shows KANU students scoring somewhat below statewide levels at all grades levels
tested on the HSA Reading assessment.

Reading Comparison
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Grade Level

At the same time, when we compare the general reading ability of KANU’s grade levels tested with the
performance of students statewide on a macro-level, it becomes clear that neither group is scoring in the
“meeting” category, but rather both continue to score in the “approaching” category on the HSA Reading
Assessment.
HSA READING ASSESSMENT SPRING 2005
Grade Level

State-wide Reading Scores		

KANU Reading Scores

3		

approaching			

approaching

5		

approaching			

approaching

8		

approaching			

approaching

10		

approaching			

approaching

“I have attended every Hula Drama and Makahiki. I have significantly grown better at reading on
an everyday basis. Kanu is helping me to learn more about my culture.”
					
-Male student, Grade 5

COMPARISON OF KANU STUDENT HSA READING PERFORMANCE
WITH HAWAIIAN DOE STUDENT SCORES
Another factor that skews KANU’s standardized test data is our high percentage of Hawaiian students. As
evidenced in the graph below – Hawaiian students consistently score lower on the HSA than Hawai’i’s
statewide multi-ethnic population. During SY 04-05, only one (1), or 2.5 percent of KANU’s 39 students in
grades 3, 5, 8, 10 tested was not of Hawaiian ancestry. Because over 97 percent of KANU students who took
the 2005 HSA test are of Hawaiian ancestry, a comparison between the performance of KANU’s scores, the
scores of Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians in DOE schools statewide and the statewide student performance
was conducted. This comparison paints a more viable picture of the current performance of KANU’s students. Specifically the graph below reveals that compared to Hawaiian students statewide, KANU’s 10th
graders scored relatively similar on the 2005 HSA Math and Reading tests.

10th Grade HSA Math Scores
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COMPARISON OF KANU STUDENT SAT9 READING
PERFORMANCE WITH HAWAIIAN DOE STUDENT SCORES
The graph below validates that KANU scores are nearly identical to the scores of other Hawaiians and partHawaiians statewide on the SAT9 as well. This graph compares the Above Average Scores for grades 3, 5,
8, and 10 on the 2005 SAT9 Reading Test of KANU students, Hawaiian students statewide, and Hawai’i’s
general student population. Interestingly, while less than one quarter of all third and eight graders and less
than five percent of tenth graders score above average on this test, about half of Hawai’i’s eighth graders,
including Hawaiian and KANU students scored above average on this test.

9 -12 graders sharpen their reading and writing skills

HSA PARTICIPATION
During SY 04-05, 98 percent of KANU students in grades 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 took the HSA, which
exceeds the required percentage of 95 percent. Yet this indicator was not used by the DOE to measure
KANU’s AYP.

GRADUATION RATES
KANU’s multi-age formations and our student-centered approach to learning are incongruent with the
practice of retention at grade level, as a result, KANU graduation rate, rather than our retention at grade level
rate, should be used as an academic performance indicator.
For SY 04-05, the graduation rate set by the DOE to meet AYP was 70 percent. Since our start-up in 2000,
KANU’s average graduation rate has significantly exceeded this percentage. SY 04-05 was the first year that
not all seniors graduated on time. Yet even then, we exceeded the required AYP by 10 percent.
The one senior who did not graduate with her class experienced an intense family crisis towards the end
of the school year, which compelled her to move to Kona during the last quarter. The student successfully
completed her senior project prior to her move, but needed to complete several academic assignments before
being able to graduate. These assignments are currently being completed via an independent learning plan,
which is scheduled to be finalized by December 2005 – at which point the student will receive her high
school diploma.
		

School Year

Number of Graduates

Percent graduated

		

SY 00-01		

4			

100 %

		

SY 01-02		

5			

100%

		

SY 02-03		

8			

100%

		

SY 03-04		

12			

100%

		

SY 04-05		

5			

80%

		

OVER ALL RECOMMENDATION REGARDING AYP
Rather than using the current DOE methodology to ascertain KANU’s AYP, an agreement must be achieved
among KANU, the CSAO and the BOE regarding a realistic set of measurements, which include both internal and external data. KANU believes that the performance indicators selected in this report constitute
viable measurements of growth. We suggest that these performance indicators should be the starting point
of a conversation regarding KANU’s official AYP indicators for SY 05-06.

“My daughter thrives in KANU’s project-based, hands-on atmosphere. Learning her Hawaiian
culture, especially her genealogy has caused her to become recognized as the genealogist in our
family. This has given her a deep sense of pride.”
						
-Parent, Grade 8

Organizational Performance

Section III
Organizational Performance

ORGANIZATIONAL VIABILITY
During SY 04-05, KANU was able to attain the following administrative benchmarks:
• A system of checks and balances supports organizational viability.
• A quality resource management system ensures fiscal accountability.

GOVERNANCE
KANU’s school’s governance is sound and our management systems are effective in implementing the
mission of the school. KANU’s executive team is headed by Dr. Kü Kahakalau, a veteran educator and
Hawaiian cultural expert. Dr. Kahakalau is assisted by KANU’s business manager and financial expert Taffi
Wise. Both executives are part of KANU’s founding team and provide unequivocal support to KANU’s 35
other staff. Efforts are currently underway to lighten the load of KANU’s executive team by expanding the
team. This expansion is expected to further improve KANU’s management, and our overall school performance.

KANU’S ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Local School Board

Director

Teaching
Team

Teaching
Support Team

Business Manager

Admin.
Team

Site
Team

“KANU has supported my children as well as my family. I am comforted knowing my children are being
hänai (raised) by family who share the same values and beliefs we do. Because of the pili (closeness)
between staff and parents, I feel comfortable to ask any questions or express concerns and I know we
can work together to find solutions. Most importantly I trust that the teachers love the students
as their own and show love as well as discipline in ways they would treat their own children. I trust
their decision, their mana‘o (thoughts) and their ‘ike (knowledge). Eö e nä kanu o ka ‘äina. Me ke aloha
palena‘ole.
					

-Parent, Grade 7 and 8

KANU’S LOCAL SCHOOL BOARD
Like all Hawai’i start-up charter schools, KANU is governed by a Local School Board (LSB), which sets
policies and procedures that assure that KANU fulfills its mission and reaches its goals. KANU’s local
school board meets once per month, usually on the second Wednesday of every month – from 4 to 6 pm at
KANU’s Lälämilo Campus. LSB meetings are open to all interested shareholders.
During SY 04-05 KANU’s LSB began its shift of focus from an implementation and working board to
a policy making board. As part of this effort over 80 percent of KANU’s LSB attended a board training
sponsored by the KS Ho’olako Like program. Furthermore, in an effort to increase organizational viability,
KANU’s LSB adopted the National Association of Independent Schools Board Governance Tool kit, which
will guide the board through a complete process. Efforts are also currently underway to begin a strategic
planning process with the firm “Mapping Change.” This strategic planning will involve the LSB, KANU
staff, parents, interested community members and partnering nonprofits and their staff and aims to bring
about growth, celebration and validation.
As outlined in KANU’s Detailed Implementation Plan (DIP), KANU’s LSB consists of a total of 12
members, with each of the various groups required by Hawai’i’s 1999 charter school law represented by two
board members. These members are elected by the constituents they serve and usually serve a minimum of
two years on the board. One student seat was vacant at the end of SY 04-05, but is expected to be filled at
the beginning of next school year.

KANU LOCAL SCHOOL BOARD SY 2004-2005
Board Position Held

Name				

Group Represented

President 			

Valerie Hanohano 		

Community

Vice President		

Keömailani Case			

Community

Treasurer			

Larry Levenson			

Parent

Secretary			

Faith Evans			

Parent

Member			

Auhea Puhi

		

Teacher

Member			

Pömai Bertelmann			

Teacher

Member			

Taffi Wise				

Administration

Member			

Kü Kahakalau, Ph.D.		

Administration

Member			

Joe Stender			

Staff

Member			

Derek Cabison			

Staff

Member			

Keli’i Roldan			

Student

Haumäna practice the art of plaiting at Pu’u Koholä Heiau.

Charter Compliance

The following KANU O KA ‘ÄINA NCPCS POLICIES AND GUIDELINES have been adopted by
KANU’s LSB as of June 2005:
		

Admissions Policy

		

Camera and Video Equipment Policy

		

Computer Policies

		

Conflict of Interest Policy (outlined in KANU’s By-laws)

		

Emergency Policy and Procedures

		

Field Trip Policy

		

Fiscal Policies

		

Fundraising Policy

		

Key and alarm code policy

		

Safe Driving Guidelines

		

Tool and Equipment Use Policy

		

Uniform Policy

		

Vehicle Use Policy

		

Volunteer Guidelines

FAITHFULNESS TO TERMS OF CHARTER
Since our start-up, KANU’s program and operations have been consistent with the terms of our charter to
the extent possible given the significant under funding by the State. This lack of funding has prevented
KANU to fully implement some of our plans. This includes the creation of individual learning plans for all
students, since such an effort requires an expensive, sophisticated data base, as well as ongoing funding for
data maintenance and interpretation.
While KANU has remained faithful to the general terms and conditions outlined in our Detailed Implementation Plan (DIP), the BOE has failed to comply with the terms of the charter by not providing KANU
with the funding agreed-upon in our DIP. In KANU’s DIP we used the figure reported by the DOE as their
per pupil spending to create our budget, since we believed we were going to get the same amount from the
DOE – with the understanding that we could buy-back services on an ala carte basis. Since this budget was
approved along with our charter by the BOE, KANU contends that we are entitled to the same per pupil
allocation, reported by the DOE for each year we have been servicing Hawai’i public school students. Since
our start-up KANU has never received the amount reported by the DOE, nor have we ever been allowed to
negotiate buy-back of services as mandated by the charter school law. Rather KANU has been forced to sign
“Memorandums of Agreement” drafted entirely by the DOE with no input from KANU and other charter
schools under the threat of not receiving our funding.
There has been only one significant change to KANU’s DIP - not receiving the funding stated in our
contract between the BOE and the KANU LSB. According to this contract, KANU has been shorted over
$3.5 million over the past five years. KANU’s LSB asserts that these funds must be allocated to KANU
immediately.

“I would love for my two children to return to KANU because KANU has really boosted my
children’s grades and knowledge of Hawaiian culture. When they were at DOE schools they
weren’t doing well at all. Since they have been at KANU, my wife and I have seen a difference
in grades and attitude and we love it.”
						
-Parents, Grades 7 and 11

FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY
KANU is a financially solvent and stable entity. This is thanks in a large part to the staunch, expert support of our support organization the Kanu o ka ‘Äina Learning ‘Ohana (KALO). KALO was formally
incorporated as a non-profit 501 c.3 organization in 2000. The mission of KALO is to develop and support
“womb to tomb” programs that advance Hawaiian education and culture. In addition to KANU, KALO also
provides fiscal and human resource services to other Hawaiian educational programs like KANU’s feeder
school Mälamapöki’i, a bi-lingual 0-5 program; Hälau Wänana our Hawaiian Center for Higher Learning
which provides teacher training to KANU’s staff; and Nä Lei Na’auao – Native Hawaiian Charter School
Alliance.
As a young native grassroots organization, KALO has achieved remarkable levels of success within a short
five-year period of time. As the name indicates, the Kanu o ka ‘Äina Learning ‘Ohana is based on the
Hawaiian concept of ‘ohana or family. For a non-profit organization this means that board members, staff
and stakeholders practice aloha (love, generosity), affiliation oriented and value interdependency, mutual
trust, respect and collective decision making. As an ‘ohana, KALO believes in and focuses on building the
capacity of our community through education and cultural practices. This community includes stakeholders
from kama’iki (infant) to küpuna (elder).
The rapid development, funding and implementation of KALO’s programs are directly related to the
commitment, persistence and hard work of its leaders, staff and stakeholders. We believe that our success
has arisen out of a demonstrated need for native-designed and controlled models of education. The models
incubated by KALO have had a remarkable impact and have demonstrated that they meet the educational
and cultural needs of Hawai’i’s native population. This success has been shared not just in Waimea but
throughout Hawai’i – and the world.

KALO AUDITS
During SY 04-05 KALO managed a budget that exceeded $3 million, with over 60 employees and provided
direct services to 200 individuals and their families. As a support organization, KALO functions as the fiscal
and human resources agent for KANU working within a quality resource management system designed and
implemented to ensure fiscal viability. To verify KALO’s – and KANU’s fiscal accountability, KALO undergoes an annual major federal and financial program audit, which includes KANU’s allocated DOE money.
For the past four years, KALO successfully completed A-133 Major Program Financial Audits with no
negative marks – the most recently completed audit is available upon request. This report was performed by
an independent audit firm called Nishihama and Kishida, CPA’s. These audits clearly validate KALO’s and
KANU’s checks and balance systems and quality resource management systems. These audits also verify
our fiscal accountability.
During SY 04-05 KANU also successfully completed a Department of Labor Audit, Food Service Audit,
County Fire Inspections and internal ISPED review. These audits further attest to KANU’s organizational
and financial viability.

“KANU has been the best nurturing and complete program that my daughter could have
enrolled in. Combining culture, spirituality, education and values has helped shape her into
an individual that is an asset to society. We are so happy that she continues to make wise
choices with the guidance from her teachers and extended family.”
						

-Parent, Grade 12

FISCAL VIABILITY
As a public school, KANU expected to be funded entirely with public funds, because like all other public
schools, KANU is not allowed to charge tuition. However, five years of inequitable, unequal and unpredictable financial support from the State have made it explicitly clear that it will take some time until equity in
funding is achieved. This realization has forced KANU to diversify its income sources in order to survive in
these financially meager and politically volatile times.
For SY 04-05, the Department of Education (DOE) allocated $4,626 per pupil funding to KANU, which
excluded the federal portion of titled block grants. This DOE funding made up approximately 36 percent of
KANU’s total per pupil of about $13,000. The remaining 60 plus percent were made up of grants, donations
and fundraising efforts.

SY 04-05 Allocation

36%
State
Other
64%

“I would love for my two children to return to KANU because KANU has really boosted my
children’s grades and knowledge of Hawaiian culture. When they were at DOE schools they
weren’t doing well at all. Since they have been at KANU, my wife and I have seen a difference
in grades and attitude and we love it.”
					
-Parents, Grades 7 and 11

PARTNERS AND FUNDERS
While KANU receives funding from a variety of non-DOE sources, our most distinguished ongoing support
comes from the Kamehameha Schools (KS) via their Ho’olako Like program. This program provides a $1
match for every $ 4 received by KANU from the DOE. In addition, Ho’olako Like provides countless other
critical services to KANU. Assistance by KS though Ho’olako Like has been a vital lifeline for KANU’s
survival – and our students sincerely appreciate being children of Princess Bernice Pauahi.
During SY 04-05 a variety of grants were procured for the benefit of KANU through the expertise of
KANU’s grantwriters. While these grants are vital for KANU’s continued existence, they use up inordinate
time of KANU’s executive team. This team is not only responsible for writing but also for implementing and
reporting on these grants. All grants are generally funneled through KALO, which manages both single and
multi-year awards, as well as ongoing sources of funding, like our KS funds.
KANU’s SY 04-05 grantors, donors and in-kind partnerships included but were not limited to the
following:
Alu Like, Inc.
Bishop Museum
Department of Hawaiian Homes Land
Educational Talent Search: Hawai’i Community College – West Hawaii
Hälau Wänana Hawaiian Operated Center for Higher Learning
Harold K.L. Castle Foundation
Hawai’i Island Tobacco-Free Partnership West Hawai’i Unit
Hui Makua
Group 70 International
Kamehameha Schools – various programs
Kanu o ka ‘Äina Learning ‘Ohana
Labman Hawai’i Inc.
Mälamapöki’i Infant and Toddler Early Education Program
Nä Lei Na’auao - Native Hawaiian Charter School Alliance
Nä Kälai Wa’a
Native Youth Leadership Exchange
Office of Hawaiian Affairs
Pacific Resources for Education and Learning
Pu’ukoholä National Park
Queen Lili’uokalani Children’s Center
University of Hawai’i, College of Tropical Agriculture
U.S. Department of Education
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services: Administration for Native Americans
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF)
Waimea Family YMCA

FISCAL BARRIERS

Fiscal Barriers

KANU’s DIP used the figure reported by the DOE as their per pupil spending to create our budget. Since
this budget was approved along with our charter by the BOE, KANU contends that we are entitled to the per
pupil allocation reported by the DOE for each year we have been servicing Hawai’i public school students
– with buy-back services available based on KANU’s needs.
The following is an estimate of the shortages owed to KANU according to our calculations. This un-audited
estimate of shortages was determined using non-forensic methods. Sources of information are primarily
Auditors Allocation reports and DOE Financial Reports for School Years 2000 through 2005. For SY 04-05
numbers were not available from the DOE therefore the previous year’s numbers were used in this estimate.
While these figures are subject to change as more reliable/updated reports become available, and not withstanding future discoveries, they provide a starting point for a discussion on shortages owed to KANU.
School-Year

KANU Allocation		

DOE student spending

TOTAL Shortage

2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

5,033.77 per pupil
3,564.00 per pupil
3,805.00 per pupil
5,355.00 per pupil
4,626.00 per pupil

6,772.66 per pupil
7,625.96 per pupil
8,375.00 per pupil
9,042.58 per pupil
Estimate 9,042.58

TOTAL INEQUITY						

301,454
771,551
894,706
831,628
619,256

$ 3,418,596

Additional shortages by the State of Hawai’i include but are not limited to:
• DOE payment to KANU for retroactive funding in the amount of $38,148 ($289 X 132
regular education student for SY 2001-2002 as directed by law and clarified by the State
Auditor.
• Reimburse Pay retroactive funding based on the average health aid salary as provided to other
schools by DOH to service students during SY 00-01, SY01-02, SY02-03, 03-04, SY 04-05
(approximately $100,000 total) and immediately release funding for health aide services
during SY 05-06.
• Outstanding per pupil allocation for KANU’s Sped Students SY 01-02 and 02-03.
• Outstanding federal funds OR prove that KANU and other Hawaiÿi Charter School students
have received our fair share of funding from the federal government, which is mandated to
follow the child. In the event that not all federal per pupil allocations have been paid to
KANU, the payment should be made to include retroactive amounts owed beginning with
August 2000 including interest.
• Reimbursement for SY 04-05 SSC and Special Education Teacher position, DOE refused
to fill.
• Reimbursement for ½ SBBH service provider March – Sept 2005.
According to the calculations above, in the past five years, KANU has been shorted over $ 3.5 million by the
State of Hawai’i. This enormous inequity in funding must be addressed immediately and involve all affected
shareholders. Only by all of us collaborating, as mandated by the charter school law, can we assure that
KANU students receive equity in education and that No KANU Child is Left Behind.

ORGANIZATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
During the past five years, serious administrative and legal barriers have hindered KANU’s efforts to reach
our highest level. These barriers – which have been outlined in detail in our previous annual reports have
caused nearly unbearable – and totally unnecessary - hardships for KANU’s leadership, our staff, our parents
and our students. On the whole relations, with the BOE, DOE and other state agencies are improving from
year to year, however there is still a huge need for stronger collaboration between KANU, the BOE, DOE,
CSAO, and other state agencies, the unions, other Hawai’i charter schools and supporting organizations.
Rather than dwelling on specific organizational and legal barriers – as we have in our past reports - KANU
chose to prepare a list of recommendation, which we strongly believe will seriously improve services to
KANU’s students and assure that No KANU Child is Left Behind.

EXECUTIVE LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS
To assure that charter schools receive unbiased legal opinions, a special AG should be assigned to charter
schools. This AG should provide opinions and written interpretations of the law, particularly regarding
personnel, funding and special education services and assist in rectifying past inequities in funding and
services.

LEGISLATIVE LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to provide a baseline for success for Hawai’i’s public charter school students, the charter school law
must be clear, consistent and transparent. KANU proposes the following changes to the current
charter school law:
• Make the CSAO (Charter School Administrative Office) Hawai’i’s Charter School Authorizer
instead of the BOE. Currently charter schools pay for the CSAO (2 percent), Chuck Higgins
PC Office (2 percent) and Pat Hamamoto’s Office ($70 per pupil), with no money going to the
authorizer to do its job.
• Exclude the involvement of the various bargaining units unless charter school employees
choose to have representation, as is done nationwide.
• Make the language of the law regarding funding, personnel, and special education more
explicit to assure that it cannot be improperly manipulated and that charter schools receive
fair and equitable funding. This includes building-in enforceable consequences for noncompliance, including monetary penalties for violators.
• Define and clarify charter school status and relationship to the rest of the “public” sector in
the State of Hawai‘i.
• Demand that all state agencies provide the same services to charter schools as DOE schools,
(i.e. Department of Health – Health Aide)
• Include charter schools in Legislative CIP budget requests.
• Give charter schools preferential use of vacant or underutilized State or county facilities.
• Authorize charter schools to participate in special revenue bonds to build facilities.
• Provide charter school facility allocations to enable Hawai’i to receive federal charter school
facility matches.
• Clarify charter school facility exemptions for county and state requirement.

Recommendations

BOE LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS
According to the Principles and Standards of Charter School Authorizers, a quality authorizer should make
the well-being of the students the fundamental value, informing all decision-making and actions. Since our
start-up in 2000, only one BOE member (former BOE member Laura Thielen) visited KANU to acquaint
herself with the unique needs of our student population or to check up on the well-being of our students. This
year again, we extend an invitation to all BOE members – (and anyone else interested in seeing first hand
what is happening at KANU) to visit KANU during SY 05-06, so you can get to know KANU’s students and
begin to understand our unique needs and concerns.
Since 2001, KANU has faithfully presented in our annual reports to the BOE, our administrative, legal and
fiscal barriers. Yet to date no action whatsoever has been taken by the BOE to address any of the issues
mentioned. KANU insists that the BOE as KANU’s authorizer immediately sets up a mechanism to speedily
and efficiently address and rectify the countless unresolved issues, including retro funding, involving KANU
and the BOE/DOE.
Specifically the outstanding payments due to KANU must be calculated and disbursed ASAP. Calculating
these outstanding payments should be done collectively and involve KANU’s fiscal team, the CSAO, the
director and staff of the Public Charter School Office, as well as invited resource people.
As Hawai’i’s sole charter school authorizer, the BOE must be a catalyst for charter school development and
unequivocally support and advance the purposes of Hawai’i’s charter school law. As the authorizer, the BOE
must also be held fully accountable for approaching its authorizing duties deliberately and effectively and
improving the quality of public school options in Hawai’i.
Specifically, the BOE must support current efforts by Hawaiian-focused charter schools like KANU to satisfy the unmet educational needs of Hawai’i’s native population. It is absolutely essential for the BOE to
support Hawai’i’s Indigenous education movement, since no other initiatives currently exist to address the
crisis in education as it effects Hawai’i’s native public school students. As part of this effort, the BOE must
closely monitor research efforts by KANU and Nä Lei Na’auao – Native Hawaiian Charter School Alliance
and assist in out-reporting and substantiating preliminary data regarding the success of culturally-driven
education on native student performance. This success is already being validated by external assessments by
the KS PASE program and other researchers.
This report constitutes KANU’s effort to provide accurate, intelligible, performance-based information about
KANU’s culturally-driven approach. This progress should be disseminated by the BOE to other Hawai’i’
public schools, especially those currently struggling with restructuring, as well as the general public to help
prospective parents and students in making decisions and staying informed about the quality of education
provided in Hawaiian-focused charter schools like KANU.
As a quality authorizer the BOE must engage in responsible oversight of KANU and other charter schools
and assure that KANU has the autonomy AND the resources to which we are entitled. In other words, rather
than being responsible for the success or failure of individual charter schools like KANU, the BOE must hold
us accountable for our performance by using objective and verifiable measures of student achievement as
the primary measure of school quality. Unfortunately the only indicator currently used by the BOE/DOE is
KANU’s AYP, which is scientifically invalid due to KANU’s small grade level numbers. Therefore, it is vital
that KANU, other small charters and other small public schools collaborate with the BOE/DOE to develop
accurate, intelligible, performance-based measures that truly evaluate charter school progress. Collectively
establishing such measures is something KANU hopes to achieve during SY 05-06.
KANU strongly believes that a closer collaboration between the BOE, the DOE and KANU will significantly
improve KANU’s student performance. Finally involving charter schools like KANU in developing and
implementing authorizing policies and procedures that are clear, consistent and transparent has tremendous
potential to improve public education in Hawai’i.

DOE LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS
For the past five years, KANU and other Hawai’i charter schools have tried our hardest to convince personnel
at various levels within the DOE that charter school’s students are public school students and that they deserve equity in education. Unfortunately an ”us-versus-them attitude” perpetuated by many DOE personnel
has resulted in unspeakable hardships for KANU and other charter schools. While the DOE has been trying
to “protect its core”, charter schools have been suffering enormously from a lack of funding and services.
Recent trends suggest a change in the prevalent DOE attitude toward charter school students, especially those
identified as special needs. However, much more collaboration is necessary until KANU students receive
equity in education.
The Charter School law states that the DOE “shall collaborate with the charter school administrative office
to develop a system of technical assistance related to compliance with federal and state laws and access
to federal and state funds. The department and the charter school administrative office shall collaborate to
develop a list of central services that the department of education may offer for purchase by a new century
charter school at an annual cost to be negotiated between an individual new century charter school and the
department. The department shall enter into a contract with a new century charter school to provide these
services, which shall be re-negotiated on an annual basis.”
In order for charter schools like KANU to have a true baseline for success, the DOE mut follow the intent
and letter of federal and state laws with regard to charter school funding, buy-back services and technical
support.
Specifically KANU recommends the following:
•  A clear directive from the Superintendent to all DOE departments and personnel to fulfill
their respective responsibilities and provide for charter schools staff and students as they
provide for regular DOE schools staff and students – this applies especially to special education students and staff.
• In the case where funding for such services is already provided to charter schools through
our per pupil allocation a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) needs to be negotiated regarding services procured back.
• True negotiation and collaboration in creating MOAs, not MOAs drafted by the DOE and
forced upon charter schools with the treat of holding our allocations if we don’t agree to the
stipulations as has been the case to date.
• A sincere effort on the part of all involved to clear up past funding inequities, erroneous
allocations and other fiscal shortages.
• DOE allocations/expenditures should be based on the premise that all funds which provide
services and personnel that impact the schools, must follow the child. Policies and procedures should be changed to reflect and enforce that premise. In other words, the DOE should
distribute educational resources fairly and equitably amongst all public school children in
a unified systemic method of allocation. Such resources should be defined as anything that
affects the schools fiscal bottom line including fringe benefits, personnel, etc. KANU strongly
believes that all schools would benefit from a restructuring of the DOE’s-State educational
funding methodology and allocation process, which needs to include personnel costs.
• Monies appropriated by the legislature, or received in the forms of grants or from the federal
government for Hawai’i public school students, need to follow the child in a fair and equitable
manner.
• The DOE and its various offices must communicate to charter schools when funding possibilities are present so action can be taken and funds are not returned unexpended.
• Charter school control over the way special education services are delivered by staff to SPED
students who attend their school must be restored immediately.

DOE LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS
             •   Charter schools must be considered during development of the budget for
School-Based Services.

Recommendations

• Partnerships between KANU and other Hawaiian organizations, such as the
Office of Hawaiian Affairs should be initiated and supported by the DOE.
• Charter schools should no longer be required to pay for the services of the Public
Charter School Office headed by Chuck Higgins (currently 2 percent of our allocation) since this office is not providing us with services and/or since we are
already paying Pat Hamamoto’s Office ($70 per pupil) for DOE coordinating
services.

CSAO LEVEL
The CSAO, which is funded with charter school monies (2 percent of our allocation), must be a conduit
between charter schools like KANU and Hawai’i’s state system. In other states such an office, funded by
charter schools, and designed to be an advocate, is usually also the authorizer. This is why KANU recommends that the CSAO should become the authorizer. This would also alleviate the quandry of the current
authorizer, the BOE, to properly execute its authorizing functions without funding, staff or other resources.
After a very rough start, the CSAO was finally able to provide assistance to KANU and other charter schools
during SY 04-05. Yet, much more collaboration needs to happen until charter school students achieve equity
in education and past inequities are resolved. This can only be achieved if the CSAO brings together all
involved parties and assist in finding mutually satisfactorily solutions.
Whether functioning as an agent of the authorizer, or whether in the capacity of the authorizer, it is crucial
that the CSAO practices a hands-off policy in the internal affairs and/or the management of the school. In
other words, KANU’s Local School Board should have sole authority over our school - without any outside
interference or pressure by the CSAO, the BOE, the DOE or any other state agency.

Students reflect and write about mo’olelo that was shared during a huaka’i.

CONCLUSION
According to Ka Huaka’i 2005 Native Hawaiian Education Assessment, Hawaiian-focused charter schools
like KANU “have made a significant contribution to Native Hawaiian education.” Specifically the report
cites the following accomplishments in just five short years:
• Culture-based and Hawaiian-focused initiatives within charter schools actively incorporate
parental involvement, community support, and Native Hawaiian activism to shape the future of
Native Hawaiian education.
• Hawaiian-focused charter schools promote Native Hawaiian traditions, values, and ancestral
wisdom while also incorporating modern technologies.
• Native Hawaiians in start-up charter schools score higher in math and as well or better in
reading tests compared with their counterparts in mainstream public schools.
• Native Hawaiian students in start-up charter schools are engaged in learning. Just 4.1 percent
of Native Hawaiians in startup charter schools are excessively absent, compared with 17.3
percent of Native Hawaiians in mainstream public schools.
This annual self evaluation report clearly confirms the significant contributions made by KANU to
Native Hawaiian education. As Hawai’i’s first Hawaiian-focused K-12 public charter school, KANU is
truly proud of the many successes experienced within our learning ‘ohana during SY 04-05. As we enter our
sixth year of operations, we are committed to continue to improve our performance. KANU believes that
by pooling our strengths we can dramatically improve the experiences of Native Hawaiians in education.
By developing a long-range vision, a viable organizational structure and an original curricular framework
for our intergenerational cultural learning center called Kauhale ‘Öiwi o Pu’ukapu, KANU intends to make
significant local and large-scale impact, as we collectively create a parallel system of Hawaiian education
that is culturally-driven, family-oriented and community-based.

Aloha kekahi i kekahi - Love one another

Contact Info

Visit us at: http://kanu.kalo.org

CONTACT INFORMATION
For more information about KANU and Hawaiian focused education
To partner or collaborate with any part of our vision
To offer resources or services
To become part of our learning ‘ohana and receive updates about our progress
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Keikikäne at Pu‘ukoholä Heiau

When Hawaiians
are better off...

all of Hawai‘i will benefit!

